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reduce the number of members ati
food service’s board from 17 to 15.

proposed

countered
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structure change en-

opposition

from

Associated Students President Mark
Murray and drew criticism from A.S.
Vice President Nancy Darby, however,
because it didn’t include an increase in
the number of students on the board.
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In the face of charges that the food
service corporation was not serving
the
best interests of students, the
ad-hoc
committee was assigned last month to
examine possible changes in the
board’s composition.
Under the committee's proposal, the
new board would seat five administrators (two non-voting), two
faculty members, four community
members and four students.
Murray and Darby had initially lobbied to attain a student majority while
cutting the number of administrators
on the board, which governs all campus food servi
, because
they felt student concerns were not being fairly
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LJE proposal draws student criticisms

recommended lowering the number of
administrators to one.

representative and a member of the ad-

hoc committee.

‘‘Parity is one man,

one
vote.
(Administrators)
don’t
always stick together. From what I’ve

a

(the board) seems to be pretty

r.””

Murray, however, said the new _

posal had not accomplished anything.
‘‘That’s worthless. It’s not even ad-

ding any students,”’ he said. ‘‘I don’t
care

what

the

representation

is,

we

need more. student input (on. the
board). We’ve got to let students know
what
and, if they’re interested,
them show up at the
meeting.’’

Paling
on the site.

7
*s not a whole lot of interest
with students. In the residence halls,
nobody ran against me,”’ she said.
*“We are listened to. I’m going to vote
for the

.

But Murray
came to my o

said, ‘‘More students
calling for a student

majority on LJE than on all other
issues combined. And that’s dorm
a
and
non-dorm
students
e.’’

SLC officer seeks top job; Murray hedges

Staff writer

Irate citizens met with state officials
last Wednesday evening in Eureka, fill-

ing the Agricultural

Center

and

cx-

pressing fervent opposition to the state

apple maggot eradicatic project.
Nearly 100 people attc..ded the two.
hour meeting, during which state o!
ficials were repeatedly challenged over

the safety of spraying the pesticide Im-

idan and questioned
about
the
project’s chances of success.
Valerie Brown, entomologist for the
state and the project’s leader, said she
felt eradication was feasible.

“‘If we find evidence that points to
the program not being feasible, we will
stop it,’’ she said.
he apple maggot fruit fly burrows
into the fruit of apple, crabapple and
hawthorn trees, rendering
mushy and inedible.

the

fruit

The six northern counties in California where apple maggots have been
found, including Humboldt, will be the
sites of eradication efforts.

According to the project’s December
report to the Legislature, the feasibility
of successful eradication is considered

high, but ‘‘below the previous (1984)
prediction level of 80 percent.’’

Last year’s eradication program was
halted after a lawsuit resulted in a
court ruling calling for an environmen- impact report, which had not been
one.
An EIR was then submitted, and the
Legislature cleared the way for th: pro-

well as president and vice president.
Candidacy
petitions should
be

available at the SLC office the first
Monday of spring quarter, Murray
said.
Murray recently played down
previous statements that he was runn-

ing

for

a second

residents

expressed

of student government

Please see PEST page A1l2

he

Murray, when asked why he didn’t
support Defazio, whose voting record
he descibed as ‘‘great,’’ said, ‘‘I don’t
think he’s ready to be a president.”’
Defazio, in turn, said Murray was
‘doing a damn good job”’ and agreed
with virtually all of the A.S.
president’s stands on issues. Defazio

to run for the

Inside
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concern

over the safety of spraying Imidan in
backyards and orchards, and its possi-

because

Monday he said he was attempting
to encourage one of two people outside

gram to begin sometime this spri:.z.

. Many

term

**couldn’t find anyone else to run.””
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ed
himself
from
contention
in
February because of family and financial commitments.

pe

tative and four commissioner seats as
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By Charlies Winkler

April 28 and 29, all 18 A.S. positions
will be open, including 12 represen-

ee

State, residents clash again
on apple maggot spraying

|
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candidacy, he previously said he intended to run for a second term.
In the annual elections, to be held

wee ne

commissioner, announced he would
seek the A.S. presidency. Meanwhile,

Although in an interview Monday
Murray stopped short of declaring his

ph

draws near, one student leader has an-

Legislative Council’s academic affairs

office. In the same interview, however,
he said it was a ‘‘romantic notion’’ that
a student without previous SLC ex—
could be an effective presient.
Murray and his SLC allies had been
grooming Rick Patella to succeed him.
However, Patella, the SLC’s business
and economics representative, remov-

Nand

As the official start of this year’s
Associated Students election campaign

A.S. President Mark Murray is pulling
together a full slate of ‘“‘true progressive’’ candidates.

FE

By Steve Saimi
Staff writer

nounced
his candidacy
for
the
presidency and another is pulling
together a political coalition.
Last week, Leo Defazio, the Student

3
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Student ‘bridges gap’after quake
By Karen Wooley

to keep the system going
11 —
and Elliot conducted
ail.
ados
s
workshop teaching the damnific
Next to food, Girard said, gas was
g and heaters.
ovens
to use energy-savin
the
number one expense for dam‘((PPD) has done a lot of work in
Girard

Outside the tent, the morning was so
cold that the frozen mud cracked under
his feet, and he could see his breath

health,”’ Girard said. ‘‘It’s teaching
hanging in the February air. Accompa- . people to use natural medicinal plants
nying a nun who was visiting a sick
and natural low-cost health care such
child, Kirk Girard stepped into the tiny
as natural childbirth. They are basical-

encampment

tent in the earthquake-

ravaged ruins of Mexico City.
A mother was inside, feeding pieces
of wood to an open fire. Girard said
the woman’s two-year-old child had
arms that looked ‘‘hardly bigger than

my thumb,”’ and that the child looked
almost dead. The nun began yelling in
Spanish that the smoke from the fire
was killing the child.
“She was only trying to keep the
baby warm,”’

said Girard,

a 27-year-

old engineering senior. ‘‘The nun told
me afterward that the woman lost her
husband and other children to the ear-

ly trying to improve upon the people’s

‘
traditional health care.
appropriate
what
‘‘That’s
is all about,’’ he said. ‘‘It’s
a
scale of technology that is
finding the

appropriate

most

nificados in Mexico City. Propane
prices had doubled just before he arriv-

ed in Mexico. And with gas shortages

all over the city, many people could only get gas if they were willing to bribe
someone, a system known as ‘“‘gas
solomordia.’’
In some encampments, a few people

had managed to obtain gas ranges and
a
small amount of propane. Often, one
If

for the people.

orld Cup games and let the world
not getting any aid. It was a big deal. They even had

the

a big banner unfurled.’

—Kirk Girard

thquake. Right after that I had to go
out and

teach these (earthquake

tims) how to build a solar heater.’’
t was his job.

weeks

in

January

for four
February to

and

teach appropriate technology to some
of the
50,
Mexicans left homeless
a
a —
— after the
t. 19 earthquake.
One of the founders of HSU’s Camus

Center

for

Appropriate

echnology, Girard and colleague
Judy Elliot, an appropriate technology
expert from Santa Rosa, were invited

by a Mexican group to give workshops
on methods

to conserve

energy.

The

group,
Promotion
for Popular
Development, has been working in
Mexico City for 20 years.

and set out all day in the sun. By early
evening, just in time for the day’s
washing and bathing, the water would
be hot.
‘‘The total cost of the Cocina Sien

Fuego

was

about

said. ‘‘After using

they

are dirt

poor,

which

the dam-

nificados are, then you’ve got to come
up with things that can help them out
that don’t cost a lot of money.”’
Robert White, political science and
appropriate technology professor,
said, ‘‘Kirk acts like a bridge between
the body of technology and the people
who need it.”’

Peter
of

Lehman,

engineering

technology,

said

associate professor
and

appropriate

that

in

the

past,

family

cluding wood and paper. Girard said

these are inefficient heating methods.
In one workshop, Girard taught people how to make a Cocina Sien Fuego,
or fireless cooker. It consisted of a

small box set inside a larger one with
newspaper stuffed between them. A

said.
Having no money or access to credit,
building new houses was one more problem the damnificados faced.

‘*As far as they see, they will be living in tents, in areas like little squatter
—
for a long, long time,’’ Girard
said.
In Mexico, a family’s home is also

he

said,

the

funding

of business, he said.
their homes, they lost
well.
money at all, Girard

said, and because of that are just not
eating.

“The international relief agencies
are gone,’’ Girard said. ‘‘We did not
see any other American projects. At
first, there was a big outpouring of aid.

But right after that, there was the
volcano in Columbia and the aid to the
encampments none

pot of rice or beans, the damnificados’

Girard said he learned from the people that most of the money given in aid

regular stove. Then the pot is placed in
the insulated box to sit for an hour to
cook.

was

main diet, is brought to a boil on a

Americans have gone into Third World
countries and installed high-tech treatment systems that a work as long as
the Americans are there. Once they

leave,

le were using
find for fuel, in-

Girard

would save at least half the fuel.’’
However, the solar water heater cost
about $1, which was more than most
——
could afford, Girard

usually its —
When people lost
their incomes as
Many have no
with a range would cook for 10

families. Some oe
anything they could

50 cents,’’

it only four or five

times, it pays for itself. And the cooker

Engineering senior

vic-

Girard was in Mexico Cit

to stay until
see they are

were chanting they were go

——_

using a five-gallon rectangular container. This device is filled with water

While the rice cooked, Girard taught
and _ the people to make a solar water heater

stolen

by

the

government.

Whatever was not stolen was used not
for the victims, but for the government
to rebuild its own buildings, he said.
z
Please see next page

Campus briefs
NR seminar today
Kevin

Conroy

Dashing through the snow

will speak

on

the ‘‘Effects of

Short-Duration Grazing on Above-Ground Net

Primary Production and Forage Quality’’ in a
natural resources seminar today at 1 p.m. in
NRI101.

HSU vs. Japan: war of words

Do it all night with the A.S.

Ski treks through the Crater Lake and Onion
Valley regions will be the subject of a slide presenta-

tion at tonight’s meeting of the Northcoast Nordic
Club, 7:30 in Forbes Complex

122.

The club will also discuss three upcoming trips to

Lake Tahoe, Onion Valley and Crater Lake.
more information, call 826-4979 or 826-0380.

For

Out with the grass

*‘Whether or not the United States and Japan

shouldid jointly eliminate all barriers to mutual
trade’’ will be the topic for a debate Monday at 7
-m. featuring the Japanese International Debate
eam versus HSU’s debate team in Gist Hall

Theater. Admission is free.

The Friends of the Lanphere-Christensen Dunes
are holding a tour of the Lanpherc-Christensen

SDI — not the last word
Robert

M.

Bowman,

former

preserve Saturday to gain support for their Adopt-

Star Wars

resear-

cher, will speak on two topics for ‘‘alternatives for
security:”’
© ‘*Technological Challenges and Difficulties of

’ Rock around
the clock
The Depot will
dom

p.m.

Access, a |

a concert featuring Ran-

rock ‘n’ roll band, Friday at 4

the Strategic Defense Initiative” is the topic for Friday at 4 p.m. in F152;
© “‘Crossroads in Space: Star Wars and Global
Peace’’ is Friday at 8 p.m. in the Kate Buchanan
Room.
The above talks are sponsored by the Physics

Club, the Physics Department, the Coll ; of
Science and the New Ways of Thinking Fund.

Holy buy-back, bookman!
The Student Legislative Council will sponsor an
**A.S. Book Faire’’ March 19 and 20 and April | in
the Kate Buchanan Room from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
The Book Faire provides a place for students to
trade or sell their books. During the week of March
l4,a packet will be provided from the A.S. office, ©

Nelson Hall East 111, explaining how the books will
be sold.

The Associated Students will sponsor an all-night

study lounge during finals week, March 16-20, in
Goodwin Forum from 10:30 p.m. to 8 a.m.

Representatives from the Tulare County Department of Education and from Jefferson County
School

will

be

on

campus

Business scholarships now
The business department is offering three Bancroft scholarships valued at $350 for spring quarter.

Calling all teachers
gtaduating education

A-Dune program.
The Adopt-A-Dune program enlists help to rid
the preserve of Euro
Beach Grass, which is
claimed to over-stabilize
and threaten the ‘‘diverse
character’ of the dunes.
The tour, in which people can ‘‘claim their
dunes’’ for weeding out the grass, will
n at 10
a.m. in the preserve parking lot. For more information, call 822-6378.

March

20

to recruit

seniors and credential can-

didates for possible jobs. Students can sign up for
interviews in NHW 132.

Applications can be picked up in SH 111 and the
deadline for + ge sper is Friday.
To be eligib , the applicant must be of junior or

senior standing with an overalll G.P.A. of 2.5 or

better and must be a graduate of a Humboldt or Del
Norte County high school. Applicants must prove
financial need.
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March 12, 1986, The Lumberiack—
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Continued from
us page
‘They wanted to fix the dent in the
government's pocketbook but not in
the people’s pocketbook.” he said.
After his first week in Mexico City,
Girard said he realized that the Mexican government did not care about the
plight of the Mexican people. But he
d government officials do care
about the country’s world image.
The World Cup, an international
tournament to determine the world’s
best soccer team, will be played in
Mexico City in June and is expected to

“he

draw millions of tourists from all over
the world.

‘“‘They wanted to get the
popular
places for tourists cleaned up,’’ Girard
said. ‘‘So some of the reconstruction
they did was just (to get those people)
away from where the (tourists) could
see them.”’
Originally, government officials pro-

mised to build new buildings for the
people, Girard said. But because of the
World Cup and the rush to get the
damnificados out of the area by June,

temporary structures were made.
Girard said the people were provided
with sheet-metal shacks, packed

together, that will become like ovens in
the summer. The shacks were about the

size of a small bedroom, 11 feet by 10
feet, not much bigger than the peoples’
old tents.

Girard said that after he arrived in

whole encampment was just gone. You
2ould still see the traces (of people) on
the

lawn.

We

asked

around

the

the city there was a demonstration in
the main section of town.

neighborhood and people said that
night, just after dark, the police came

ting any aid. It was a big deal. They

nificados) out. These people didn’t get
any other temporary shelter.’’
Girard said that if the people had not
been in such desperate circumstances,

‘*People were chanting they were going to stay until the World Cup games
and let the world see they are not geteven had a big banner unfurled.

a

dpicreceuncioandiptnanreccenscis

**I came back the next day and the

in

they

ecto

a
Computer!

and

forcibly

may

anne

not

moved

have

(the

accepted

dam-

the

technology he showed them.
Mexico City because they often invited
‘‘Sometimes it takes something like a us into their homes,’’ Girard said.
disaster
to
accept
the
new ‘‘They wanted to show us how they lived, even though it was usually just in
technologies.’’
Girard said he wants to help CCAT tents with cots and blankets.
in fund-raising efforts and help build
an rer
ee
and ap. They really
ropriate techno
masters program. They’re a s
there with our
e said he will probably continue to appreciated us
technology
to help them improve their
help PDP in Mexico.
**We knew we were a big success in
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50%

back if

ordered

for next quarter,
and we have
room

in stock.
Wholesale price

if

not ordered.

March
Hours:

17—2]

Mon.— Thurs. 8 a.m.-S)p.m.
Fri. 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
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Prof ‘Coynes’ off- beat style
He’s a ‘lawyer,’ fisherman, ‘Hare Krishna’ and doesn’t drive a Cadillac
Carlile

—

One day Peter Coyne came to a
Speech 6 class with his hair cut so short
he looked like a sheared sheep. There
were some small patches that looked as
though his barber had suffered hiccups

while using the electric razor.

Instead of brushing off his aprance with a brief comment and going straight into a lecture, Coyne made

sure all the students noticed. Then he
asked them to write down why they
thought his hair was cut so short and
read the answers to the class.

Answers

included:

He was joining

the Hare
Krishnas,
his
brought home lice, he was
in the army, he got too near
Letra plant and his mother

daughter
reenlisting
a nuclear
made him

Afterward,

Or he may show a typical rebuttal to
a claim made in an average conversation. With hands on hips in an attitude

Coyne asked what they had seen.
Some saw a knife; some didn’t.

people on welfare are just ripping off

he showed a 45-second videotape.
Students viewing it witnessed a woman

being robbed

Some

thought

Coyne never did explain what really
happened, but the result was a lesson in
differing perspectives.
Since coming to HSU
in 1968,
Coyne’s trademark has been putting a
‘‘different perspective’ on instruction

as he continually attempts to show, not

just tell, students about the intricacies
of speech.
A former coach of the campus
debate team, Coyne teaches a variety
of s
h classes and dabbles in the law

business. But his heart is in teaching,

usually by example.
One day in Speech 6, critical thinking and small group communications,

the

thief

taken

The victim

wore a blue dress,

or

maybe a brown skirt. In other words,
more than 20 eyewitnesses saw com-

“T know how

of belligerence, Coyne says, ‘‘All those

ing the course of a conversation
without challenging their validity.

They eat steak and

student in the critical thinking course

the government.

drive Cadillacs.’’
Arms folded, relaxing against the
chalkboard, Coyne transforms himself
into a skeptic responding to the charge.

‘And how do you come to that conclusion? Do you know people on

to relax but my mind is always going. I

can’t shut the damn thing off.’

pletely different things.

replayed

the

tape

and

students were amazed at what they
hadn’t seen or thought they had seen.
At the end of the second playing, the
woman victim strips off a gray wig,
false nose and liberally applied theater
makeup to reveal — Peter Coyne.
A Coyne lecture can be like a comedy in which he plays all the parts. He
demonstrates how people make claims
without presenting a logical argument.
He points to a student and says,
“Oh, that person, he’s really...’’ and
breaks off to shake his head dolefully
as he lays a hand, Jack Benny-like, on
his cheek. Members of the class may be
giggling, but they see the point.

Coming ! !
NEW

had

money, others thought he got pictures.
He was wearing a T-shirt. It was blue.
Or was it orange? Yellow?

Coyne

0 it.

by a man.

but they’re also thinking about the
times they’ve accepted statements durBecky Dworak,

last quarter. ‘‘I really liked the way he

taught the class because it showed that
he was open enough to take jibes for

the sake of the class. He didn’t really

care if students laughed at him as long
as they had a good time and learned,”’
she said.
Nicole Yelton, another student, said,
‘It was funny. He had a different, uni-

—Peter Coyne

que way of going into things. It was
never boring.”’

Speech communincation

shenanigans sometimes interfered with

eat steak and drive
welfare who
Cadillacs?”’
Switching back to the first character,
Coyne thrusts his hands in his pockets,
scuffs a foot sheepishly and says, ‘‘Oh,
f---, I don’t know, everybody says
that.”’
Again, students may be laughing,

Yelton said, however,

he kind

wee

s

of strayed

off the

“

a

ODP is

roe

ae

a

P/AUY

ss

the whole class perspective,

cle

ie os

Open 7 cays a week,

TS

till 11:30p.m. Fri. & Sat.
1642% G St. Arcata 822-8433
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Student Night Every Tuesday
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spring

all-time great pizzas!
®

®

It's the freshest, best-tasting pizza anywhere. Topped with

fresh vegetables, fine natural cheeses and good lean meats.
baked on a fresh-rolled crust. All the ingredients of greatness.

Don’t miss out
27th Annual Lumberjack Days
May 16,17,18
Sponsored
by the Associated Students

I can see

Please
see next page
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Only one coupon per order. please.
Discount includes sales tax.
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saw that some people did. Looking at

sales begin

on the quad

point,”’

Yelton said. ‘‘I never lost him, but

Lumberjack Days
T - Shirt

quarter

to where

Happy Hour Daily

BUTI.
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that Coyne’s

learning.
‘‘He’d ramble sometimes,

A

(fsLom

an art major, was a

as
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Hole,”

that some would.’’

Sandra Poston was occasionally confused by the lack of specific course
organization. She cited an example
of a
‘‘claim speech”’ that Coyne ass gned.

ho be published

in Trout

is a self-described workaholic
ho ‘‘burns the candle at both ends.”’
* **] know

how

to relax,”’

he said,

*‘but my mind is always going. | can’t.

**Whenever we asked what we were
supposed to do for this assignment, he
never gave us a straight answer. A lot
of us, at least some others I talked to,

shut the damn thing off.

“It’s
Iness in
out on
keeps
doesn’t

didn’t really feel like we knew what we

were supposed to do. Finally, a week
before
it was
due,
he told
us
ye

really kind of terrible, an ila sense. You'll say, ‘let’s go sit
the patio,’ and my
just
rolling. It doesn’t stop. It
say, ‘just let the sun hit me.’ It

electricity
cit and I shou.
should be doingng ti or
t should I be doing

“*I would like to say that I like him as

e
=

a person,’ Poston said. ‘‘But as a pro-

fessor, I didn’t think he was what I'd

now

Coyne received his bachelor’s and
master’s degrees in speech communica-

His Speech 6 class meets the requirement for critical thinking in general
education. Many seniors, Coyne said,
put off the critical-thinking requirement until the last possible moment.

be

7 — which is on time and organiz-

.

tions from HSU and his doctorate
from the University of Utah in 1968.

He also earned a degree in law from the
Northeastern University School of Law

in Boston.

Although

he

California Bar
lawyer, he does
defense firm as
rently working
Since coming

has

never

exam and
research on
a paralegal,
on a murder
to HSU 18

taken

the

is not a
cases for a
and is curcase.
years ago,

Peter Coyne
Coyne has been involved in a virtual
list of activities.
laundry
He

has chaired

the speech

depart-

ment three times as well as the department of interdisciplinary
studies and
special programs. He also served on
the Academic Senate and the Universi-

Mark A. Hise
MS DDS

ty

Curriculum

Committee

and

was

president of the California Faculty
Association from 1983 to 1985.
In his leisure time Coyne fly-fishes
and writes poetry and short stories. He
had

a poem

Reel,”

and

published

a

short

in ‘‘Rod

story,

and

‘Glory

99

**It makes the course much more
challenging
to teach. In “y spring
uarter a
large percen
of students
© not wish to be doves” Comme said.

**So, it’s kind of like you're working
with a hostile audience, and how do
you charm them? How do you get
them to handle the material when, of

their own

free will and volition,

would have never taken the course?’’

.

-'

Cosmetic bonding
Wisdom teeth
Ultrasonic cleaning
Nitrous gas-stereo sound

Mercury fillings
Emergency care

822-5105
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OTEBOOKS OF THE MIND, by

Rewer *

Vera John-Steiner, $19.95. An ex-

ti

f the

BUT DO
BLONDES
GENTLEMEN?,
by

PREFER
Anthon

f

Shenson’s9

‘

Corned Beef .

\\\:

Reg.

N

"—"

I

$1.89

Mild or Spicy

i

Small ‘Yellow Rose’
Great Boiled Taters

Burgess, $24.95. Essays and ar

ticles

on

travel,

food,

usic, and literature.

film,
,

THE LUCK OF HUEMAC, by
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Opposing Murray called ‘tough decision;
candidate backed by campus factions
runoff

By Steve Salmi

election,

said,

‘‘I’ve

never

Staff writer

trusted Mark. | dislike the guy.”

dent Legislative Council member said
in passing to Academic Affairs Com-

President Jim Culley said he was supporting Defazio partly out of vindic-

‘Working late, huh?’’ a fellow Stu-

missioner Leo Defazio last week.

Defazio, who was still mulling over

whether to challenge Mark Murray’s
as
reelection
for
bid
expected
Associated Students president, was
standing in the hallway outside the
SLC chambers questioning a student
about putting a campaign together.

“1

don’t know much

about this,”’

Defazio, a rookie councilmember, told
his visitor. ‘‘I’m not a politician.”’
by
repeated
was
refrain
That
Defazio in an interview Saturday, in
his campaign
he outlined
which

strategy.
The 32-year-old physical education

senior said he decided to run for president only after the promptings of
leaders of three political factions which
opposed Murray in last year’s election.
“1m not out to nail Mark,’’ Defazio
said, noting that he agreed with virtually all of Murray’s stands on issues.
‘“*Mark is doing a damn good job. . .
That’s why running against him was a
tough decision.””
Opposing Murray may have been a
tough decision for Defazio, but it
wasn’t for leaders of factions which
last year were defeated by the 23-yearold political science senior.
Ethan Marcus, a presidential candidate for the Government Under the
Students Party who lost to Murray in a

When

pressed, College Republicans

Murray. Culley was
tiveness toward
leadership
critical of Murray's
abilities.
But when asked if Defazio would be
any better, Culley said, ‘‘He may or he
— I don’t know.”’
—
hen told this, Defazio said, ‘‘Sure
they’re trying to use me... . if I have
ideals I’m going to have to deal with
this bull---- at some point.’’

‘If I get elected, I’m

go-

ing to force academics
back to centerstage.’

—Leo Defazio
Physical education senior
‘‘Leo
is susceptible
to being
manipulated,’’
said
former
SLC
Representative-at-Large
Sean
Marshall. ‘‘But the question isn’t if Leo is
being manipulated — it is if he
deserves to be president.
‘I think he’d make a poor choice,”’
said Marshall, a Murray supporter.
Marcus
disagreed,
arguing
that
Defazio displayed stronger leadership
abilities than Murray.
And
Neal
Lemerise,
natural
resources representative, said, ‘‘I think
what we need is a candidate who will
unite the campus, and I think Leo can

do that.’’
Defazio said he would draw a greater
diversity of students into the SLC, be
less abrasive toward administrators
and serve the interests of all students

instead of only special interests. In ad-

dition, he said he would focus more attention on academic issues than Murray has.
to sit up on a
“Pm not going
what’s good for
decide
and
pedestal
in reference to
said
Defazio
students,”’
that Murcharges
Marcus’s
and
Culley
ray is more interested in furthering the
as
such
of leftist groups
causes
stuStudents for Peace rather than the
dent body as a whole.
In order to ‘‘stop guessing what
students want,’’ Defazio said, a No. |!
priority of the SLC should be to scientifically poll them on an ongoing basis,
Defazio said.
“1 definitely have my own opinions,
by the
but | want them to be verified
students.”’
‘‘I’d rather
Marshall countered,
have a president who has four or five
things he wants to fight for rather than
one who sits back and waits for
students to tell him what to do.”’
Murray said he hasn’t catered to a
few select groups. ‘I can’t think of a
special interest I’ve said ‘no’ to.”
Defazio said he would strive to bring
a greater diversity of students to the
SLC.

‘I want people from the strong left
to the strong right on the council,’’ he
said

in

reference

to

Marcus

and

Leo Defazio
Culley’s criticisms that Murray has appointed ‘‘yes men’’
to the SLC,
thereby encouraging ‘‘group think’’ instead of ‘‘free think.’’
Murray countered, ‘‘If the president
were to recruit people who disagreed
with him, he’d be an idiot. I don’t
believe Leo is going to do that.”
Defazio also argued that he would be

less

inclined

to

‘‘needlessly

antagonize’’administrators

than

Mur-

ray.
‘I'd be more behind the scenes
rather than screaming and yelling right
off the bat,’’ he said.
“| think I’ve struck a pretty good
balance,’’ Murray said. ‘‘If anything, I

should have been more aggressive.”’

Another area in which Defazio said
he differed from Murray was in his em-

page
se
see next
Plea
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academic

affairs

each week,’’ Murray said. “Leo has
brought up only two issues all year,
both of which | gave to him.”’
Defazio said that this was the case

because the administration has been
immersed in converting HSU to the
semester system. Thus, few academic
issues required SLC involvement.

drastically

the

when it was proposed that students be

prohibited from taking more than 20
units per semester, Defazio said he succeeded in winning a compromise
whereby students can petition to enroll

for more units.

The academic affairs commissioner

capped eee
7 bon Sones =
cy by saying a studen
president shouldn't hold office for more
than one year.
‘I don’t think presidents should
even be allowed to run for reelection,’’
Please see DEFAZIO
next page
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Mutray countered that Defazio
‘‘hasn’t taken action on ee
as
this year’s SLC academic affairs com-

he

kkk

pioned few academic issues this year.

accomplishments
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“If 1 get elected, I’m going to force
academics back to centerstage,”’ he
said, noting that Murray has cham-

his

listed his so-far-successful opposition

Settee

phasis on academic issues.

Among
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>
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Defazio said, countering the argument

by Murray and Culley that an incum-

bent would be more effective because
he or she would have a year of experience under his or her belt.
Defazio said the trials and errors of a
ee te president are part of the college

learning experience.

In addition,

an incumbent may be inclined to use
his second term to further career interests rather than serve the students.
“I’m not saying it’s going to happen

with Mark,’’ he said, noting that Mur-

ray has aspirations of becoming a
politician when he graduates.
‘“‘That’s not my goal — I’m going to

be a high school physical education instructor for the next 10 years.”’
Defazio said he ran for council last

spring to ‘‘fill a void”’ in his life in the
aftermath of the breakup of a seven-

year marriage. The native of Oceanside
and son of a Marine has joint custody

of two preschool-age children. In his
spare time he is a volunteer with a
uth recreation program of Youth
ducational Services.
Despite his desire to be president,

WITH THE PURCHASE
OF ANY BICYCLE
INCLUDING 1986
MODELS AND
MOUNTAIN BIKES.
$35 VALUE!

Defazio said that he would drop out of

the race if it gets ‘‘dirty.”” He made

that statement when told Culley and
others said they planned to release
credibility-destroying ‘‘bombshells’’
against Murray.
“I’m not a politician,’ Defazio said,
‘sin that I don’t want to go through all
the nonsense necessary to getting
elected.”’
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City council candidates discuss issues
Williams
Staff writer

On April 8 Arcata residents will elect

perience that will help him if elected to
the city council.

two city council members.

Six people are vying for the. two seats

held by Thea Gast and Steve Leiker.
om Gast is running for re-election.
The Lumberjack asked each can-

didate the following questions:
What is your experience?

tion on the city council.

Should
the
Arcata
Economic
Development Corporation meetings be

‘“‘HSU students make up approximately one-third of the population of
Arcata,’’ he said, ‘‘so why shouldn’t
the makeup of the council reflect that
percentage?’”’
Parking, on the other hand, is not a
a
problem facing the city,’’ he

open to the public?

What do you think about offshore
oil drilling in Humboldt County?
Is HSU adequately represented on
the city council?
What should be done about the
parking problems near HSU?

Mike Briggs

He

has

also

participated

in anti-

apartheid events and was a member of

the Seattle Non-Violent Action Group.

on the Student Legislative Council and

He is a member of the General Defense
Committee of the Industrial Workers
of the World.

his position as director of public affairs
for the Associated Students as ex-

He said meetings of the AEDC
should be open to the public because

Mike Briggs, 24, an HSU education

graduate student, cites his membership

the group administers rene funds.
Briggs, who has a BS degree in
geology, said he is opposed to offThote oil drillinng.
“| think it’s generally felt that
there’s little oil out there, and it’s not
worth the risks to the environment to
go after it,’’ he said.
Briggs favors more HSU representa-

said.

‘Personally,

I’d

like ‘to

see

the

streets adjoining the plaza closed and
made into a mall.’’
Kathryn Corbett
Kathryn Corbett, 69, a part-time

One Agency on Aging — a group that
administers money to seniors in Humboldt and Del Norte counties. She is
also a member of the Eureka Union

Labor Hospital Board.
Corbett

said,

‘‘What

doing
isis com completely legal.
‘“‘} think it’s an issue

the AEDC
that’s

is

been

Please see ELECT page A10
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Frolicking pups give respite

to residents of care facility
television.

y Bert Colbert

was

put in her lap; she smiled and

Granada Convalescent Hospital in
Eureka went to the dogs last Tuesday.
Actually it was the other way

asleep.

—

to pet it. The puppy quickly fell

around: The dogs came to Granada as
part of a therapy program.

Eureka, said she has been volunteering

Jan

Gtanada_

with

from the

Hum

and

cats

she

situation

County.

The

~ 2a

—

and

people

——

to

augh
as the puppies scampered
across
the linoleum floor.
Amelia, 102, an Italian woman who
spoke little English, had been sitting
quietly on one side of the room. But
soon she was laughing, cuddling an
Australian Shepherd puppy.
Mary was lying mot
in a large
brown recliner, staring intently at the

in

for

the

or

the

pet

therapy

program

began

nursing student at College of the Redwoods. She said she had to comeu
with a project eS
ee
and

¢

thwhile effort.
“I’ve always

this
had

would

be

a

an attraction

to

older people and I love animals,’’
she
said. It benefits me as well as the peo-

‘*] think besides the physical therapy

When Shea and her volunteers showed up the room came to life. Faces lit

hygienist

about three years ago when Shea was a

involved, it breaks down barriers bet-

tion room.

dental

animals,’’ Trask
. “It if-makes
them happy even for a few minutes
it’s
worth it.’’

Last Tuesday, Shea and three
Sea
brought two Australian
pherd puppies, a German Shepherd
pu
and two Golden Retrievers to
visit with Granada’s residents. |
The program
is called ‘‘pet
therapy.’’ Social reseachers have found
that the interaction between man and
his animal friends benefits both by
alleviating tension and providing comfort, love and companionship.

le,’’ Shea said. ‘‘We’ve had
haven't talked for a while
Co down and cry.”
On this particular afternoon, about
20 Granada residents were quietly watching television or sleeping in their
wheelchairs in the center’s large recrea-

a

‘*T have to come in here with blinders
on. I had to realize I can’t change the

Humane Society of

pi nen

Trask,

her time for the past year to do the care
home visits.

That’s because Pat Shea, a 32-yearold nurse and ahimal health technician,
took time out of her schedule to visit

Snavely of Granada Convalescent Hospital cuddles with a puppy
Charies Snavely
during a recent pet therapy program visit.

A German Shepherd puppy

By, writer

j

Thanks to the
has adopted a pet. —

Granada

The home adopted eee. a large
fluffy black cat from Band of Mercy, a
non-profit organization that finds
homes for unwanted animals.
Jerry, 44, takes care of Midnight,
feeding her and letting her outside for
exercise.
‘This cat, I’ve always-liked her very
much,’’ Jerry said as he held Midnight.
Tina Mortimer, 23, is Granada’s
ac-
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greatly over-blown in Arcata. Many
other cities have development corporations. | don’t know of any where
meetings are re
She also said oil drilling is not a project. Humboldt County should be involved with.
ticularly on the mouth of the Eel,”’ she
said. ‘‘We have our fisheries to pro-

‘The initiative rests with the city on

that. 1 think I’m in a better position
than anyone to do that,’’ she said.
‘*The university parking problem is a
concern of the university,’ she said. ‘‘!

think there are devices which can be us-

ed in the neighborhoods near campus.
Take Chico, for example, where people

have permits to park in front of their

homes. The home-owners of Arcata
should be able to park in front of their
houses.’’
Dan Faulk
‘| have experience in owning my
own business,’’ Dan Faulk, 30, said.
‘‘That’s important in creating jobs
here.”’
Faulk, an HSU political science instructor
and
former
Associated
Students president, said his experience
helping State Assemblywoman Marilyn
Ryan, for whom he ‘‘wrote successful
toxic wastes legislation,’’ would be
helpful if he were elected to the council.
He also served as the utility and
natural resources consultant to the
speaker
of the California
State
Assembly and is ‘‘very active’’ in the

t

university

Arcata community, being involved in
‘*local community organizations ranging from the Herbicide Task Force to
the Redwood Alliance.”’
Faulk said the AEDC ‘‘is a private
entity set up by the city of Arcata’ and
as such is not subject to open meeting
laws.
He said the solution to the open
meeting quandry might be ‘‘a performance audit’’ where the AEDC would
‘*be accountable to the public’’ and
any tax dollars used should meet the
goals established by the city council.
Faulk said, ‘‘offshore oil drilling
must be interpreted at the local level,
but also must be looked at in terms of
state and national policy.’’
‘In terms of taking a position,’’
Faulk said, ‘‘the city council must look
at the cost’’ and the impact drilling will
have on the fish habitat and industry.

to encourage

of

vironmental

a representative

California
Quality

Cities

Policy

to

the

En-

Commit-

tee.
Gast said, ‘‘there has been a benefit
from The Union (newspaper) question-

ing the AEDC.”’ But ‘‘until the state
law is changed
regarding local
economic development corporations, |

university is responsible.
‘‘If people used the bus system, there
wouldn’t be a problem’’ he said. ‘‘A
real concerted effort on the part of the

tect.’*

is also

League

As for parking, Faulk said it is a
university problem for which the

‘*We've got to stop it if we can, par-

Corbett said she would like to see
‘‘more
cooperation
between
the
university and the city.’’

Gast

HSU
representation on the city
—
board should be stronger, he
said.
‘Look at the city council. HSU isn’t
represented at all, yet they make up a
big part of the community.”’

think the AFDC
can continue
operate as it’s heen doing.’’

to

About offshore oil drilling, Gast
said, ‘‘There is not enough informa-

car-pooling,

mass transit, walking and bike-riding
would help.”’
Thea Gast

tion available to let us know what the
environmental effects will be on the

Incumbent Thea Gast, 53, has been a

‘‘After more studies, if detrimental
effects are eliminated, at that time we
could look at it.’’
While she said HSU is an important

member of the Arcata
Recreation Commission,

fisheries.

Parks and
the Hum-

boldt County Water Commission, the
League

and

of Women

is past

Voters,

president

the

PTA

part of the community, Gast said, ‘‘ifa

of the Arcata

Community Recycling Center.
She is a member of the recycling
center’s board of directors, a representative to the Humboldt County Solid
Wastes Advisory
Committee and the

person is employed by the university,
that doesn’t mean they will represent
the university more. | think anybody
can do that, if a council member is a
good listener and is responsive to
voters.””

Ee?

Gast said the council and the university are already working together. As
rs
she cited the marsh project
and the community forests.

He said although proponents of drilling say oil workers will spend money in
the community, it’s more likely they
will ‘‘come in off the platform and fly
to their home towns. So we get very little in terms of benefits and the environmental consequences are enormous,”’ he said.

E

tf

'

city council’s representative to and vice
chairman of the Redwood
Region
Economic Development Commission.

‘*Also, the city has provided the
students with internships and a lot of
students have done studies which have
benefited the city.”’
Gast
said the parking
problem
around HSU should be resolved for
both the townspeople and students.
‘*Since | have been on the council,
(Mayor) Julie Fulkerson and I have

held

several

neighborhood

meetings

Please see ELECT page All
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trying to come up with a solution,”’ she
said.
Jacob Pauli
Jacob Pauli, 67, was a member of
the Jacoby Creek School Board for
three terms and was chairman for two
years. He was also elected to North
Coast Parks and Recreation in 1984.
He said the AEDC should have open
meetings and backs that statement by

quoting from the California Municipal

Code:
‘‘Any committee appointed by the
council or board of supervisors comes
under the same rules the government

agency does,’’ he said. ‘‘So the AEDC
is governed by the laws of California

and they include (open meeting laws).”’

AVA

Comet a ‘bust
Pauli said he thinks

HSU

for residents

is over-

e

represented on the council and ‘‘more
representation for the permanent

residents and business
cata’’ is needed.

Halley’s
the most

people of Ar-

Pauli, who worked for the city for 22
years, said, ‘‘I don’t feel we have a
parking problem at all in Arcata.”’

oe said Steve Brusca, assistant proessor of physics.

But for early-risers who live in
Humboldt County, all is not lost.
In the Bay Bpriye April 6, stargazers w
an observation point
with a clear southern horizon and

Jeff Redmond
Jeff Redmond,
34, has been a
member of the Arcata Chamber of
Commerce for the last seven years, ser-

look to the southeast about an hour
before dawn might be able to see the

ving three years as president.

“I’ve been involved in the local
PTAs and churches,”” Redmond said.
‘*I’ve helped sponsor youth sports. I’ve
been involved with HSU’s fund-raising
activities for different
clubs and
organizations on campus,”’ he said.

phenomen:.

will be a ‘‘bust for Humboldt Cout-

that’s just sitting there.’’
Redmond suggested that HSU and
the city work something out with lanpai

and.

so people can park on vacant

comet.
However, the view will not be too
spectacular, Brusca said, because the

comet will be only about nine
off the horizon at its highest

Redmond said the AEDC should
have open meetings. ‘‘The public needs

to see where its money is going and if

a

,

Pauli opposes offshore oil drilling,
saying it would be a menace to the
fishing industry.
‘We do have quite a few earthquakes,

so I’d be concerned about an oil spill.
Pipes go into the ground and earth
movement could shear the pipe.’’

it’s being distributed fairly and to different types of businesses,’’ he said.
Redmond said he has mixed feelings
about offshore oil drilling. ‘‘1 hope if
it does happen there will be a lut of
controls and stipulations to keep a
close eye on it. | don’t want to see it
hurt the fishing industry we have
here,’’ he said.
Redmond said he thinks HSU is getting good representation on the council
and ‘‘it seems like (the council) tries to
fulfill the university’s needs.’’

In terms of the parking issue, Redmond said he would like to see more
parking spaces and that ‘‘we need to
take advantage of some of the property

Alle SLooking

Engines e Machining
and Transmissions on

7 neha Cali. 96601 ---- AA 9329
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ARCATA CITY COUNCIL
We’re a team - HSU and
the City of Arcata together
© Award winning
marsh project

© Ecologically managed
forests without herbicides

© Fisheries enhancement
© Energy savings
© A quality community
recreation program

Thanks to the students,
faculty and staff who help
keep Arcata special

’
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Pest
Continued from front page
ble effects on children and livestock.

of ey is relatively easy to regulate,
but the transport of ‘‘backyard”’ ap-

ples is harder to stop, according to the

‘‘My neighbor’s boy had a severe
or
reaction after spraying,’’ said
Ralph Kraus, a local resident. In addition, ‘‘two of his ewes died and
another aborted.’’

Ocean

project’s report.
Many local private

pesticide’

that doesn’t

use

a

meeting said they feel they have a right
to harvest —
on their own property, and sell them or use them without
state interference.
A statewide infestation of apple
maggots could result in quarantines
being placed on California apples, stated
the project’s EIR.
In the northeastern part of the

Madrone of Blue Lake said

the state shouldn’t be allowed to spray
a questionable chemical in people’s
yards.
* Brown replied that Imidan was a

‘*good

growers

strictly organic method to grow apples.
Apple growers who attended the

harm

beneficial systems.
‘‘We would not do it if we felt there
was any risk,’’ said Patrick Minyard,
plant pathologist and project supervisor.
The apple maggot eradication project allows for two alternatives to
spraying infected trees: Apple growers

United States, the apple maggot fruit

perty.

fly has reached epidemic proportions.
Without treatment, Brown said, there
is ‘‘no reason to assume that the result
will be otherwise here.’’
But many of the people at the
meeting remained unconvinced that the
threat of an apple maggot epidemic

Infected trees and other possible
host trees in a one-quarter mile radius
of an apple maggot find are to be included in the spraying or stripping.

“Every year 750,000 people get
poisoned by pesticides and 14,000
die,’’ said David Demant to state of-

may be moved into or out of a
restricted zone. Commercial transport

apple maggot fruit fly.’’

can strip the fruit from the trees, or
remove the trees entirely from the pro-

warranted the spraying of their fruit.

ficials at the meeting.
‘*We believe you are the pest, not the

Under a local quarantine, no apples

J. KLEEFELD.,

who
faced
loss of their product
through spraying or stripping would be
eligible for compensation from the
ae
‘‘but not on an apple-to-apple
asis.’’

604

H

Arcata

all types and prices.

New

and

used, nylon string 35.00 and up, Steel str-

ing $0.00 and up,12 string $0.00 and up,
MARTIN,

GIBSON,

OVATION,

IBANEZ, etc.
VIOLINS,

FLUTES,

all sizes, types, 70.00 and up.
New

and Used,

150.00 and up.

CASIO
KEYBOARDS
THESIZERS
MANDOLINS,

AMPS,

AND

SYN-

$0.00 and up.

New and Used, $0.00 and up.

BOOKS,
; (Jazz,

BOOKS,

Voice,

BOOKS,

Classics,

all

Methods,

types,
Shows,

tte).

SAXES,

TRUMPETS,

DULCIMERS, RENTALS,
ACCESSORIES.

Alternatives to Pesticides, Rohde said.

Joining the coalition in the action will
be the Consumer’s Union of the United
States and the Humboldt County Herbicide Task Force.
In the eradication project’s report to
the Legislature, the stated results of no

a warrant it is illegal to come onto someone’s property,’’ said Tim Carter.
‘*We will do whatever is legally
necessary to carry out our program,”’

eradication attempts are:
‘‘Apple
maggot
will

said Minyard. ‘‘We are state-mandated
to continue the project.’’

become

established in California, with losses
resulting from damage to commercial

‘*Are you going to bring in the National Guard?”’ asked Paul Herminger.
‘*No,’’ Minyard repied.

and backyard apples, initial quarantine

ty Herbicide Task Force challenged the
safety of Imidan. He cited a ‘‘lack of
tests’’ and ‘‘significant data gaps’’ as
evidence.

growers will bear the burden of control
costs.”’
Minyard urged people with concerns

restrictions
pesticides.’’

Jerry Rohde of the Humboldt Coun-

or

“The project is a fraud and a sham
doesn’t

belong

in

and

increased

use

questions to get in touch with the

apple maggot

Humboldt

_

BANJOS,

REPAIRS.

of

The report also stated that ‘‘private

eradication

project in

Sacramento.

y

ressaggatth

Full service contact lens fitting, including extended wear, astigmatic and
bifocal designs in both hard and soft.

98821

| Take-out Deli & Grocery
{We Make Our Own Tofu Fresh Daily

GUITARS,

The leading plaintiff in the lawsuit
will be the California Coalition for

Several people at the meeting said
they would not allow spraying or fruitstripping on their property.
‘*A judge last year said that without

.

822-5188
Street,

The aim of the lawsuit is to stop the apple maggot eradication project.

D.C.

SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON
LOWER BACK DISORDERS

(707)

you from doing it.’’

Rohde
said a new lawsuit against the
California Department of Food and
Agriculture was to be filed in Humboldt County Superior Court Friday.

Medi-Cal accepted a
( LoREN M. AZEVEDO, O.D.
my knowledge, no one has
died from
apple maggots.
DOCTOR OF OPTOMETRY
FELLOW, AMERICAN ACADEMY OF OPTOMETRY

Chiropractic Office
LARRY

will stop

growers will have problems.’’
He added that some organic growers

and

Arcata

County,’’ he said. ‘‘It is a threat to the
well-being of every one of us, and we

Minyard said the apple maggot was
the fifth most serious pest on the East
Coast, and in California ‘‘organic

Sunny Brae Prof. Bldg.
801 Crescent Way, Suite 3

Arcata, California 95521
707/822-7641 a

Wi

“fee

oo
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like before
you move in.
Living with someone for the first time can be an
“educational” experience.
And living with a long distance company isn’t any
different. Because some companies may not give you
all the services you're used to getting from AT&T.

For instance, with some companies you have to

spend a certain amount before you qualify for their
special volume discounts. With some others, voice
quality may vary.
But when you choose AT&T, there won't be any
surprises when
you move in. You'll get the same high-

quality, trouble-free service you're used to.

With calls that sound as close as next door. And

discounts off our Day Rate on your state-to-state calls.

With savings of over 50% during weekends until 5pm
Sundays, or nights from 11pm to 8am, Sunday through
Friday. And 40% discounts evenings between 5pm and
11pm, Sunday through Friday.
With AT&T, you'll continue to get services like im-

mediate credit for wrong numbers and collect calling.

And long distance operators to help you anytime there's
a problem on the line.
So when you're asked to choose a long distance company, choose AT&I. Because whether
you're into Mozart
or metal, quality is the one thing everyone can agree

on. Call 1

choose AT&T.

222-0300 for more information or to

Reach out and touch someone’

Afar
The right choice.

A139

Two clear choices
In elections, especially small town elections, there are times when there are no hot
issues for candidates to take stands on to
distinguish themselves from other candidates.

+ ELE

candidates with two simple questions: Who
has done a good job in the past, and who
could do a good job in the future?
Using these questions in the race for ArThe

Lumberjack

TO

en

At these times voters usually judge the

cata City Council,

a

ARC ATA =

Arcata election:

O

QO Re omond

es

cFAULK

O GAST

?

sees

%

the incumbent, Thea Gast, as the answer to
the first, and candidate Jeff Redmond the
answer to the second.
The
Lumberjack,
therefore,
recommends Gast and Redmond for the council

seats.

f

?
.

c

dita

O

BRIGGS

Core@et

T

All the candidates have taken stands of
non-support, or at least serious reservation, on the possibility of offshore North

Coast oil drilling. And all appear concerned about the over-use of the community
forest.

Outside of these two, the issues
obscure and the differences subtle.

are

Gast is clearly the easy choice in the race.

She has served the city well over the last
=

years, and that is enough to qualify

er.
Only Mike Briggs and Jacob Pauli ap-

KHSU format defended

pear unsuited for the job. Briggs, an HSU
aduate student, is si mply too ideological-

y radical to be accepted
by Arcata voters.
Pauli, on the other hand, has stated that

HSU is ‘‘over-represented”’ on the council.
But the HSU comprise one-third of the city

population, and Pauli’s ability to represent
that third must be questioned.
That leaves Kathryn Corbett, Dan Faulk

and Redmond for the last seat.
Corbett is a nice woman, with nice
credentials, but her background and views
resemble those of Gast. A more diverse
representation is needed.
working

in government

1) I feel that a general misconception exists by

ministrator and manager who shepherded KUSC-

FM through its transition from a low powered,
student-run operation to a leading public radio sta-

around?
Redmond, a local businessman and conservative, seems the best-suited to the job,
along with Gast.

1966 — HSU student council passed a resolution

|

Mike Briggs

f

Kathryn Corbett

0)

Dan Faulk

oO

Thee Gast (incumbent)
Jacob Pauli

[7
|
«o

ee

2ode 4

tion in the nation, would explain that at least seven
basic formats could exist for a complete public
radio station. Those formats include:
a) Classical music and fine arts.
b) Jazz.
c) Community service and public access.
d) Eclectic (diverse).
e) Instructional.
f) A dual format (combination).
8) News and public affairs.
hus, KHSU's choice to be eclectic-diverse is a
fully acceptable format for a public radio station.
2) KHSU conducts research every year, a sign of
a station truly concerned about its audience and
about actively meeting the interests and needs of

that audience. According to the most recent data,
an overwhelming majority of people who listen to
KHSU would prefer that KHSU remain ‘‘diverse”’
rather than become *‘specialized. ** Verdin’s at-

tempt at explaining KHSU’s survey and ‘‘a study
done last summer’? (Birch) was incorrect. Birch

measures
music.

listening times,

not

favorite genres

of

Please
see next page

This week in HSU history

Arcata City Council
Tuesday, April 8

I could

many people
regarding the definition and programming of a complete public radio station. Wallace A.
Smith, an eae public radio academician, ad-

at the

elections

Although

address numerous points in your stories, | will focus
only on three areas:

state level — and appears to be a politician
on the way up. So how long will he stay

i

Editor:
As faculty adviser for KHSU, I would like to respond to The Lumberjack’s recent story about our
radio station. Although I have been on campus
every day, have maintained posted office hours,
and left messages for your reporter, Verdin, I was
never interviewed.
I am not sure why The Lumberjack rushed to
print
without
investigating
the story
more
thoroughly. We appreciate the front page press.
However, the holes, errors and quotes from uninformed station observers and others who requested

anonymity were disappointing.

Faulk, an HSU political science instructor, has some good credentials as well —

including

Letters to the editor

defining students’ rights — but only

after heated

debates in two council sessions and the addition of
two admendments
resolution.

changing

the wording

of the

The resolution, titled ‘‘Rights of speech, advocacy and consultation,’’ included statements advocating the ‘‘right to invite speakers of the

Tony Zanone, of the group California Citizens
for Property Rights, addressed the board by saying:

“If you want to fund the people who are trying to

cut your throat, that makes no sense.’’ Dick Denbo
of the Eureka Chamber of Commerce was even

more blunt: ‘‘Every time three people who haven't
shaved or taken a bath stand up, they get CETA
funds,’’ he said.

1981

— The fad of campus make-believe hunt

students own choosing, the right to assemble
peacefully, the right to freely editorialize in publica-

and kill was a big topic on campus five years ago.

1976 — Ten years ago the simmering differences

was =
by as many as $0 HSU students around
the dorms, according to organizer Kim Weer.
To win the game, ‘‘killers’’ had seven days to

tions, the bs to help formulate rules governing
students and
the right to be consulted by the administration on all policies involving students.”’
between the area’s liberals and conservatives exploded in verbal volleys at a meeting of the Arcata
City Council.
e council voted to provide the Northcoast Environmental Center with a grant from Comprehensive Education and Training Act (CETA) funds
over the criticism of several conservative speakers.

The game, called ‘‘Killer Elite’?

or ‘‘Dormicide,”’

hunt down their ‘‘targets’’ with a suction-dart gun,
get them alone and shoot them in the torso area.
While they were doing this they were being hunted
themselves.

If the killers failed they were ‘‘terminated.”’
The game was a fad on several college campuses

across the nation.

Wednesday, March 12, 1006, The Lueriaches Jt

adviser, for example, has been growling and muttering at me for so long
now that I’ve nearly forgotten what
his real voice sounds like. I’m sure
he'll be relieved.
So, too, will all those friendly folks
who've written the plethora of supportive letters to the editor about my
columns. I’ve been overwhelmed by

the many considerate comments

we

here at Deadline Central have receiv-

ed. Most letter-writers have gone so
far as to call my screeds ‘‘garbage.’’

get nostalgic whenever I see a package
of tofu or hear a
tune or
glance at a box of granola.

Oh sure, there have been some nasty
remarks, but most have been very
pleasant.

mascot,

I’m
abuse.

The write stuff

going

miss

this

Nothing gets my blood

flow-

I’m certain

that

my

circulation will

suffer without those regular written

This column is probably going to

make a lot of people pretty happy.

Why? Because it’s my last.
That’s right, I’m finally getting out
of here. No longer will my picture,

words or silly stories foul these fair

and well-loved pages.
Like I said, this will undoubtedly

please a good number of people. My

for a long time, Nordwall. You obviously aren’t getting enough blood
to your brain... .’’)
What I’m really going to miss,
though, is Arcata. I was born in 1961

are ‘“‘unprofessional,’’

it

is interesting to note that our students are currently
employed at KRED, KATA, KFMI, KINS, KEKA,
KPDJ KVIQ and other media facilities in the area. I

fully support the students’ rights to program on
KHSU, and I am quite pleased with the enthusiasm,
loyalty and
quality of work expressed by the
KHSU.
students at
KHSU is not a static operation, rather a dynamic,
continually developing and evolving radio station,
staffed,
in a major
way,
by hard-working
volunteers.
_ We, the administrators of the station, will continue to actively seek possible solutions to any and

are the

Judy Rene Sims
KHSU Faculty Adviser

Editor’s note:
Attempts were made by The
Lumberjack to contact Sims prior to publication.

to

have

a few

had

years

son’s. Well, good for you all. I hope

diverse public demands are div-

vied up into little representative bits which produce

variety one finds on KHSU. So no one person or
group ever gets all it wants ... It’s America.
Personally, I’d like to see the station offer a more
youthful, radical perspective. But that’s my bias.

Alas, KHSU

is a public radio station, serving no

particular segment

of the populace,

but the com-

munity at large. So it’s right that there should be
over 20 hours of classical and over 15 hours of jazz
each week.
;
As to whether KHSU is an alternative, where else

can you hear funk ’n soul, showtunes, rockabilly,
opera,

Portuguese, jazz fusion, reggae and punk,

all on the same station? It is clearly the area’s oddball station.
From KHSU you also get numerous other
Te
with more than 10 hours of locally
produced talk radio, including Alternative Review,
plus

dozens

elsewhere

on

of other

the

assorted

Redwood

misinformation

think

that

treats

Curtain’s

not

found

tiny elec-

able

Hi, Mom.

out so we can strictly
groove on jazz, classical and
many more hours of ‘‘talk?” Who would that
serve? Only a small minority, according to the
surveys.
KHSU is hardly ‘‘dominated’’ by rock. Au Contraire, mon Cheri. We get only about four hours of
music per week during the waking hours that would
qualify as underground stuff. Most creative rock is
relegated to after midnight. C’est la vie.
I’ve come to accept KHSU radio as a sort of
friendly monster, like an octopus with a cou
dozen arms, each with a unique handshake waiting
to greet you when you tune in. It is indeed a complete public radio station, with a slight student bent
— and rightly so, the University owns the license.
I feel the DJs are a real asset. They provide a
definite alternative to the polish of the commercial
stations. While they become ever more professional
themselves, they do so without losing the creative
expressiveness that stands them apart and gives
KHSU its own incomparable style.
Make no mistake about it: Student DJs are a gift
to the airways.

tromagnetic spectrum.

Please
see next page

So how many listeners want to cut all this beauty
Editor:
Your article concerning KHSU

with it. For nine weeks I’ve

And, since this is the last stanza of

It’s easy for critics to sit on the fence and yell
‘*foul.’’ I sympathize. Unfortunately for all us little
Napoleans, KHSU has a rather democratic selection
process, whereby

I also

to write whatever | want however I
want, and in this business that’s a
rare
rtunity indeed. In other
words, I did it because I could. So
who’s laughing last?
There’s just one more thing I want
to say, something I’ve wanted to say
on television or in
for a
time but haven’t
the chance. Up
until now, that is. Here goes.

my swan song, I want to briefly ad-

a

but

Yes, I'll miss it all. But not much. I

t.

here,

to

Thompson’s is a very readable style.
That’s just my opinion.
The other reason I wrote like that
— and this is the one I like — is
because I was allowed to
away

you’ve realized,too, that a good por-

fortunate

3) Although some critics suggest that the student

which

somebody?)

chance

to spend

like it or not,

the rain. I don’t know that

and thus missed all the fun of that
turbulent decade. So I feel excep-

tionally

that,

most of them read it just to get pissed
off about something, (isn’t it funny
how so many
le can’t be real
happy unless they’re
and offended
about
something
or

dress the myriad allegations about my
writing style. A lot of people have
compared my style — usually unfavorably — with Hunter S. Thomp-

Continued from previous page

all potential problems, problems
nature of such a beautiful beast.

$s

imagine Humboldt County will be as
glad to see the last of me as I will of

whippings. (Yeah, I hear you already
— ‘‘Ahh, your circulation’s been out

|

iread
s that,
ike Kor not, t got poopte16
this sucker every week. | think.

I'll ever get used to having dry shoes
in winter. I’m not sure I can handle
living someplace where: I’m not
e
ed in a running battle with wallmildew and bathroom fungus.

weekly

Macey By

‘

be most obvious thet I've teen

And, of course, I’ll miss Arcata’s

ing quite like a good, stiff insult and

Eric Nordwall

announcer-programmers

to

Ph

where the '60s never died.
Who knows? I may never see
another co-op
n.
When I leave
Arcata I'll probably also leave behind
those ‘carefree days of sitting
on the
plaza watching the drug
s go
down. I doubt that I’ll ever
in
have time to watch the jusslers jus.
gle, the smugglers smu
or the love
children snuggle. Uh-huh, I'll surely

z

was a mess of

and biased observation generated

by a small group of disgruntled classical music
snobs who think that reggae, folk music from
around the world, bluegrass, blues, jazz fusion,
new wave etc., are all the same as the top 40 music

they

call rock.
HSU offers a wide variety of musical modes
unavailable anywhere else in this region and
endeavors to reflect the many and various forms
that human artistry in sound have taken. I have not
heard any other radio station anywhere that has
been so instrumental in exposing its listeners to so
much musical culture.
The small minds that would limit this diverse
resource must be recognized for what they are and
ignored in order to preserve for the rest of us the
enlightening and enlivening qualities of KHSU.
Brian J. Federici
Arcata

Editor:
I would like to defend KHSU’s basic radio format. KHSU serves a broad, diverse public. For each
100 listeners you could conceivably have 100 different program formats ... guaranteed. That’s the
nature of the beast.
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Letters
Continued
from previous page
Some critics are suggesting that
KHSU should spend more money
become a ‘‘full’? member of National

Public Radio, dump the student DJs
and g0 exclusively with a classical and
talk format, as if that would be ‘‘real’’
public radio.
The expense of becoming ‘‘fullfledged’’ is unwarranted, however, and
as far as programming is concerned,
unnecessary.

As

an

auxiliary

NPR

member KHSU already qualifies to get
all the public radio it wants off its
satellite

dish.

In

fact,

that’s

exactly

what it’s doing right now, regularly.

KHSU plays a wide variety of music
and features, and many different DJs
and programs. After 25 years it’s still

celebrating diversity, which indicates it
both serves and represents the broad
interests of the community.
KHSU is, in the true sense, the
North
tion.

Coast’s

public

broadcast

Gospel literally means good news.
The good news is we are saved from

our sins by the blood of Jesus on the
cross. The gospel is a message of love

ast year by Murray. The combined
vote of the factions’ candidates totaled

away. He said she was forgiven and to
never sin again.
Jed and Cindy Smock did not preach
love and forgiveness, they preached
condemnation. They made the gospel
into a circus and generated an atmosphere of hate.
As a Christian, I do not support the
ministry, or so-called ministry, of Jed
and Cindy Smock.

Ted Illenberg

Wildlife Managment senior

Editor,
This letter is concerning the visit of
Jed and Cindy Smock.
I was not pleased with what I saw. I
saw students being insulted. | am a
one another. I agree we must repent
our sins, because sin is serious. If sin
was not serious Jesus would not have

vote, because given time and apathy,
those people are not going to see us
burning in hell — they will be burning

disputed

Christian, and Jesus said for us to love

oo

ut
called

people

cross.

ai

ia

© not support people
being
‘‘whores’’ and ‘‘
ots’ by

who

are

suppo

to

democracy in this country, register and

us where they want to see us, here and
now.

Naomi Sivertree

be

Graduate Student, ESL program

preaching the gospel.
COFFEEHOUSE

:

EUROPEAN

by leaders of three factions whose
residential candidates were defeated

56 percent

of the vote,

compared

to

Murray’s 33 percent in April’s general

election.

Defazio
Marcus,

was
the

endorsed

by

Government

Ethan

Under

the

Students Party presidential candidate
whom Murray
election.

defeated

Educational Services.

in a runoff

Both Defazio and Murray said a
high priority in their campaigns was to

The heir to 1985-86 president Bill
Crocker’s conservative Republican faction, Jim Culley, also said he would

encourage more students to run for of-

fice than last year, when there was no
competition for any of 16 representative or commissioner positions. This
was despite heightened interest in the
election because of a series of in-

support
Defazio’s candidacy.
Last
year, Crocker and Culley threw their
4
to Crocker
protege Kelly

sh.

A thought for all of you who put so
much energy energy into jeering those
two evangelists: In California they are
a joke, in most of the rest of the country, people of their mentality are taken
very seriously.
They have oe lobbies and they’re
getting laws passed.
If you are serious about freedom and

Evangelists

The academic affairs commissioner

did come up to Jesus. She was so
remorsed for her sin that she wiped
his
feet with her hair and washed
them
with her tears. Jesus did not turn her

Editor:

Senior, Media Arts

leadership qualities.

said he decided to run after being asked

one incident in the Bible, a prostitute

together a slate of candidates to compete against Murray’s Progressive Student Alliance. He said he would choose
a vice presidential candidate from the
College of Natural Resources as part of
his strategy
to win NR students votes
and underline his claim that he will
represent a broader range of student
views than Murray.
Murray also claimed that his coalition would be ‘‘broad based,’’ but said
he was particularly interested in
recruiting ‘‘true progressives’? from
campus ethnic groups and clubs such
as Students for Peace and Youth

added, however, that he had stronger

and forgiveness, not hate and condemnation. Jesus never insulted sinners. In

sta-

Gene Biggins (Count Rabid)

Continued
from front page

MUSIC,

MAGS,

In

itiatives

the

pus’s 6,000 students
predicted the winning

7] the academic affairs commissioner
ad.

of

wouldn’t

the

zeros equal zero.”’
said
(IRISH

he

is trying

MUGIC

to

pull

BATURODAY

need

NIGHTS

*
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PaSTRIES
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Traditional
OPEN

EVERYOAY

18:00

tin
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°

INCLUDING

SUNDAYS

ANDO
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CORNER

sth

AND

much

out there,’’ he said.

PRIVATE

a

would

more

Marcus
candidate
than

370

votes. Because so few votes would be
needed, he didn’t rule out the possibility of a third candidate winning.
‘There are a lot of untapped votes

three factions backing Defazio, ‘‘Three
Defazio

which

fourth candidate to swing the election
to either Defazio or Murray, he said.
Given that voter turnout will be
average — circa 15
ent of the cam-

defeat Murray because the A.S. president didn’t have the broad backing
saying

ballot

Marcus said it was possible that a
third candidate could defeat Defazio
and Murray. The more likely occurrence, however, would be for a third or

resources
natural
among
support
students, Lemerise said.
Marcus said Defazio would easily

disagreed,

the

ty fees.

Defazio. Last year, presidential candidate Dale Elder won 14 percent of
the vote largely on the strength of his

Murray

on

have more than doubled student activi-

SLC’s natural resources representative,
said he would throw the support of
behind
resources students
natural

LIVE

NEWSPAPERS

Lemerise,

Neil

addition,
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Ferndale C: emetery. , which opened in 1858, was

_Ill_ and Salem's Lot. Over 5,000 bodies are _ of occasional parties and John Barry, cemetery
buried at the cemetery. The cemetery is the site sexton, says he finds “oodles of beer cans”

also the site of two movie filmings — Halloween

Sexton keeps peace
in land of eternal quiet
By Melanie Anderson

above

Staff writer

Ona

10-acre lot situated on a Fern-

dale hill, one man stands watch over
the dead.
It was in 1858 when the Ferndale
Cemetery first began to k
burial
records, said John Barry,
Ferndale
Cemetery sexton. Sexton is a term
evolved from the Middle English term
for a gravedigger.
More than 5,000 bodies lie in the
cemetery, all under the aegis of the

79-year-old sexton.
Some of the first families laid to rest
in the cemetery, Barry said, were the
Russ and Shaw families, pioneers who
settled in the area in 1852.
However, the oldest person to be
buried in the graveyard was 112-yearold
Samuel
Truman
Kelsey
(1856-1968).
The original owner of the land,
Francis

Francis

(1818-1877),

is also

buried at Ferndale Cemetery. He turned the land over to the Cemetery
Association before he died.
Four above-ground mausoleums rise

other

headstones

in

the

graveyard, and hundreds of belowground graves lie scattered over the
grounds.
“We
receive

bodies

from

L.A.,

Chicago, Oregon, Washington and
New York,” Barry said. ‘‘People want
to be brought back to Ferndale to be
buried with their great-grandparents.
Also, they have family lots, so it is
cheaper to be buried here.’’
A single family lot, he said, holds
eight graves in a 16 by 16 foot space. A
double family lot of the same space
holds 16 graves. Some graves are dug
as deep as 16 feet to provide space for
family lots.
Barry, who is in charge of burials,
estimated that 20 to 24 burials take
place
each
Cemetery.

year

at

the

Ferndale

He ‘‘took over’’ the job as sexton of
the cemetery in 1974,
However,

it

wasn’t

the

ra

“Se pr

John Barry, 79,

ee

-

r

afl

od

ed

oversees

rn

nga)

the Ferndale

Cemeteryas

sext
of theon
burial

retired

dairyman’s first time to work in the
Ferndale Cemetery.
Please see CEMETERY next page

Photos by Jeff Levie
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Cemetery
. Continued
from previous page
A
*

said, and as a kid,

were

spooky.

—
3
*

cemeteries

De

It was in 1923, he

he thought

er

As a 15-year-old, he was offered a
job there mixing cement and gravel,
making vaults and digging graves.
‘‘There was no way you could get me

to cross the cemetery in the dark. In
~~

I wouldn’t even go outside in the
ALa»

‘They

told

us

that

spooks would come out
of the graves...’
—John Barry
Ferndale Cemetery Sexton

#

af

.

€N UNDER 14 °
ADUL
CYCLES on MOTORCYCLES
MO

LOITERINGon CATHERINGS

iF YOU NEEDHELP
SFE THE SOY TON

‘*My parents used to scare us by telling us ghost stories about the cemetery.

They told us that spooks would come out of the graves at midnight wearing
white gowns.”
Ironically, it was Barry’s mother
who encouraged him to take the job
when he was 15. But he said it took a
lot of convincing before he would.
After he retired from 37 years of
running his own dairy farm, Barry

again considered taking a job in the

cemetery.

‘**We sold our farm because none of
my three sons wanted to take over the
ranch. So we moved to Grizzly Bluff,

about five miles from Ferndale.
“I found myself lost. I told my wife
I needed something else to do. She was
the one who found the ad in the paper
looking for a sexton.

‘*Fifteen
le applied for the
job,”’ he said, ‘‘but I didn’t have any
problem getting it. I went to school

with seven of the men on the board.”
‘“*‘A cop
of the cemetery’’ is what

Barry calls himself. He says if people

are causing
disturbances
in the
ee
he can order them off or
ave them arrested.

Cemetery vandals are fined $1,000,

given a six-month jail term or both.
Vandalism doesn’t seem to be a big

problem, although he said ‘‘beer parties’’ have taken place on the grounds.

‘*I’ve found oodles of beer cans and
other trash,’’ he said.
In an attempt to keep vandals off the
grounds, the cemetery is kept trim so

people
bushy
The
locked

cannot hide behind tall trees or
shrubs.
gates to the cemetery are also
from 6 p.m. to 8 a.m. to keep

There are rules, left, posted at the Ferndale Cemetery, though they are
gravestone
casts a modern touch at the

intruders out.
DC
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Rowers have both oars in the water
Women’s team confident about season;

men must ‘rebuild’

By Alysia Stewart

Staff writer

Since October, members of the HSU

Rowing

Association,

known as the Humboldt
been rowing in Humboldt
ing for this year’s racing
Now, after many long,
sessions, workouts and
the season is underway.
Jeff Snowden, captain

commonly

Crew, have
Bay preparseason.
hard practice
fund-raisers,

Bil gant Rac -wars o~

of the men’s

varsity team, said this will be a year of
rebuilding for the men’s team, which

was unable to qualify last year for na-

tional competition.

ite

ee

Nea

**It’s hard to hold on to good rowers
from their freshman year to their
senior year,’’ Snowden, a political

science junior, said.

Members of the women’s crew,
however, are confident they will have a
successful season.

“*I think the varsity women are going
to do well. We are really strong and

have developed a

=

good swing to max-

imize the full potential of the boat,’’
said women’s

“T”’ St. John.

varsity captain Theresa
ea

Last year the women’s

laced fourth at nationals held at
ashington, D.C., and St. John said
they should achieve the same success
this year.
Club adviser Jack Donaldson said
there is a mental barrier on the men’s
team that distracts them when com-

peting.
‘They want to win so badly that it
“could cause a problem. If their expectations aren’t met right away, they get
discouraged,’’ Donaldson said.

Because the club is self-supporting,

team

members

devote

much

time

to

fund-raising for travel expenses, equipment and other costs.

In addition to the $75 mandatory fee
at the —aaneing of the season, rowers
help with
car washes,
various fund-raisers.

sis.

novice four

dances

and

as

es

+
ed
-.

Men’s crew team consisting
of coxswain
and rowers John Touchette,
Pat Hyland,

The

team

recently

held

an Erg-a-

thon in which members took turns on
ergometers (rowing simulators) and
rowed for 24 consecutive hours. Called
‘‘The
Mileage
Massacre,’’
each

member found
sponsors to donate a
sum of money for each mile rowed.
The Erg-a-thon brought in approx-

imately $4,000, St. John said.
‘*We used to have row-a-thons in the

bay, but it was too much wear and tear
on the equipment,’’ Snowden said.
“Crew is a very expensive sport,’’
Donaldson said. ‘‘It’s simply too much
to ask of those athletes to have to support all their expenses.’’

Andrus
Rob Mackie

ade" Patty

W.
RicAndy
kar
Pruter,
t,
Mitch Feinholz
George Roose works out on Humboldt Bay.

Donaldson
said some _ funding
should come from the athletic department, adding that he has been workin
with
Athletic
Director
Chuc
Lindemenn to ae
funding for
crew. But Donaldson said such funding
will probably not be given for another
three or four years.
‘*I think that Lindemenn will (eventually) pull something off that wil!
=
some revenue,’’ Donalcison
said.
'
This season the HSU crew will compete against some of the larger university teams, including the University of
Washington,

UC

Berkeley

and

and

ford.
Saturday

the HSU

crew opened

tions, the club raced in five divisions

on its first day of competitition.

For the men, the novice tour and the

Please see CREW page B6

Stan-

Injuries, inexperience pin HSU grapplers.
By Jason Randall
Staff writer

After five months of competition and
a disappointing conference championship performance, the HSU
wrestling team is finally off the mat.
The ‘Jacks, a young squad that
limped through an injury-plagued
season, finished the regular season at
6-14 and two points short of the conference title, which eventually went to
Chico State.
Although it was a disappointing
loss, the squad rebounded by having
seven wrestlers finish in the top four
at regionals and sending three of
those seven wrestlers to the National

Championships in Edwardsville, IIl.,
March 1.
Wrestlers Don Wolf, 190 pounds;
Robert Watkins, 177 pounds; and

Le

Jerry Olson, 150 pounds were successful in their regional matches.
Wolf placed second
in his weight
category, while Watkins and Olson
i

at-large bids to the national

Ss.
In Edwardsville, however, the three

managed

tories,

only a collective three vic-

eliminating

competition.

the ’Jacks

Overall

the

from

‘Jacks

finished
the season ranked 30th in the
nation in Division II competition.
*‘Wrestling
against schools like
Bakersfield is difficult when they’ve
got scholarship athletes, but it was
our mistakes and the draws (matchups) that got us,’’ assistant coach
Eric Woolsey said.

With
finishing
this was
at least

none of the wrestlers
in the top 10 at nationals,
the first time since 1970 that
one HSU wrestler did not

receive All-American honors.
**It helps in recruiting to have those
Ail-Americans, but we have more
All-American certificates than any
other school in the conference.”’
Woolsey said.
With only
one member,
Ron
Hughes, leaving this year’s team, and
with
the expected return of conference champion and All-American
Steve Meckel, the ‘Jacks might be in
the running for the conference title
next year.
Meckel, a business junior, finished
fourth nationally last season but redshirted this season because of financial difficulty.
**With such a young team what we
lacked this season was leadership.
Steve should come in and give us that
leadership next year,’ Woolsey said.
“If all our people return next year,

its

season at Sacramento, competing
against UC Berkeley, St.
’s,
Sacramento, UC Davis and Cal Poly,
San Luis Obispo.
“It was a real crummy day for racing,’’ Snowden said. ‘‘The wind was
blowing at about 30 miles an hour and
the water was really rough.”’
Despite the adverse weather condi-

then we'll be in good shape,’’ head
coach Frank a

oy

young squad this year a

e

had a

them to be a lot better next season.”

The

key

to

the

squad’s perfor-

‘nance next season
nes aa
ie yy
ickenstaff,

be its lower
=

Jerry

Sauers, Mike Puzz and Jeff

Plucy

‘\-1ehed either first, seco
or nd
third in
«>

year’s

ships.

conference

champion-

And with the return of Meckel, a

proven

veteran,

Woolsey

said

the

squad should improve its record considerably over this season.
“This season is in the Past. Next

year

will

on

who’s

on and

who's off.
We expect everyone to
return. Barring injuries, we should be
considered the favorite ‘= the con.
ference next year,’’ Woulsey said.
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Van Deren’s fans gather
to celebrate ‘end of era’
me

editor

Masters of ceremonies were Fred
Siler and Scott Nelson, Van Deren’s

Hernandez

former football assistants.
‘1 never played for Bud, but

Memories of 20 years of road trips,
athletes, teams and many football

athletic department and past and pre-

sent football teams turned out to pay
tribute to the man who was HSU’s
head football coach for two decades.

.,””

who took turns to stand and say a few

words about the man of honor.

at OH’s
exchanged
were
ames
owne House, Eureka, Saturday night.

It was ‘‘Bud Van Deren appreciation
ht.”” Members of the community,

.

was a common phrase spoken by those

The evening marked the end of an
which

era

produced

more

than

Years
1924
1925
1027-34
1935-37
1938-40
1941
1946-47
1948

|

800

non-scholarship athletes, 96 victories,

AllState football
14 Humboldt
Western
Americans, and one NCAA

Region Championship.

Van Deren came to HSU in 1962 as
an assistant coach under Phil Sarboe.

Cy Falkenberg
Fred Telonicher
Charley Erb
Herb Hart
Earl Hoos

Two years later he moved to UC
Berkeley, his alma mater, and was an
there.

assistant coach

m9
job.

He returned to

in 1966 for the head coaching

As a defensive end at Cal Berkeley in

1947 and ’48, he was named to the Allyears. In 1983, he
Coast team both
joined such notables as quarterback

Craig Morten,

kicker Ray Wersching

and halfback Chuck Muncie on the alltime Cal Berkeley football team.
Three times he was named the Coach
of the Year in the Northern California
Athletic Conference: 1968, t975 and

1979.

But his last two teams managed just
17 losses,
against
victories
two
the media
from
sm
resulting in critici

Frank ‘Bud’ Van Deren

His last victory came on Nov. 23 in
his last game as head coach for the

.green and gold. He was retiring from

ootball.

‘Loyalty has been Bud’s greatest
quality,’’ Siler said Saturday night.
Siler said that in honor of that loyalty,

KNITTER'S
NOOK

a Bud Van Deren Loyalty award will be
awarded

each

year to the most

football athlete each year.
After past players said

loyal

thanks

to

their coach, it was Van Deren’s turn to
speak.

10 Percent

Student

on all

Discount

ova- | Y9""S
He was greeted with a standing
Knitting Yarns,
tion.
‘‘I’m overwhelmed,’’
Van Deren
Supplies & Instructions
said. ‘‘But that’s behind us now — let’s
support the new program.”’

and the fans.

1166 H Street
Arcata 822-1792

An unrehearsed and spontaneous debate.

Japanese International
Debating Team

{

VS.

HSU Speech
and Debate Team
PEPSI Six 120z. cans $1.69
NORTHERN —_
TISSUE 4-roll
ASSORTED PORK CHOPS $1.29
‘‘“CHICKEN OF THE SEA’’ CHUNK
LIGHT TUNA _—— or oil packed) 6.50z.
59
C & H GRANULATED SUGER S5lbs.
$1.49Ib
FROZEN ORANGE JUICE-SCOTCH BUY
120z. $.69
RED DELICIOUS APPLES $.49ib
HEINEKEN LIGHT BEER Twelve 120z.
bottles $7.99

To debate whether or not (Resolved:) the United States and
Japan should jointly eliminate all barriers to mutual trade.

600

F

Street

Arcata

FREE

Store Hours
Sunday

8a.m.-9p.m.

Monday-Saturday 6a.m.-12p.m.

Monday, March 17 7p.m. Gist Hall Theatre

a
i

o

WWethesdel) Mahon 12:°40
‘The Linnberi
06,ish- OB

Slugs slip to third;

Wh

playoffs uncertain

At / }

By

Vinnie Hernandez
Vina

The Humboldt State R
Club,
the Banana Slugs, drc
to third
lace in the Northern
fornia Colegiate Rugby
Union conference
“rm lowing Saturday's 7-6 loss to Chico

al

[

With a S-2 conference record, 8-4
overall, the Slugs are ranked in the top
15 in the nation. The only other conference loss came against
defending national champion U.C. Berkeley earlier
this year.
*“‘We’re still hoping to be in the
playoffs, but (the Rugby Union) is
planning on changing the playoff format, and if they do, we won’t go,”’ said

2

.
PB

Chris Desmond, club treasurer.

The Rugby Union has had the top
three teams in each conference go to
the playoffs. This year, however, only
the top two teams might be allowed to

advance to the
Ariz., in May.

playoffs

in

Tucson,

_! lI go (to the playoffs)"

ont

4

,

““We’ll find out in a couple of weeks
if
we’
”

Desmond

is

Club, 5-2 in the Northern California

Collegiate

Union, travels to Santa Rosa AprilS

and to the Santa BarbaraT:

12. HSU te el.

= inging to its third place epot in ROCRU standings.

ANNUAL WINTER CLEARANCE SALE!!!

SALE

Ends This, SATURDAY

... Come On Down!

|

Shop Early . . . Skis, Boots, Tents, Sunglasses,

SAVINGS

Rain Jackets, 1985 Bikes!

SAVE 20h

“Acryite 47 $07.50)

ALL

ce

to

Oi

OFF!!!

SAVE 40%

” Sieetie Crowiin: $81.00

° Swallow

¢ Pile Fabric Outdoor Wear

reg. $135

¢ Water Sports Jackets

Telemark ......... $89.95

¢ Coated Nylon Raingear

reg. $150
¢ CROSS COUNTRY SKI PACKAGES e

(Discountinued Colors & Close-Outs)

Skis. . Bindings. . .Boots

Poles. . .the Works!
5-Packages To Choose From Starting As Low As $105.00 Complete!

un

eee

e esowir

© Saloman

Backcountry

SR40

$47

$33
SHOP & COMPARE
WE'VE GOT THE
BEST FOR LESS!!!

Weg”
Sg

RAIN JACKETS
| 10%-50% OFF

650 Tenthe Arcata
408

‘PF’

&

Eureka

Wide Selection To Choose From!!!

“No matter what the season, there’s
always a good reason to stop by...

Adventure’s Edge!!”
All 1985 Bridgestone Bikes
At Reduced Prices While Supply Lasts!
>

TENTS...TENTS...
Sletta Designs

TENTS | ALL ACCESSORIES

Sierra West

}

$97.50 | $157.15

SAVE

30%

>

SAVE

30°

10%

to

50°

OFF

:
$32.50

¢ Ski Mounts
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Sports briefs
Entry fee is $25 for amateur drivers

Start your engines
Six Rivers Racing Association will
n its 1986 stock car season March
with a Novice Factory Stock Open

for a chance at a $1,000 first place victory.

Marino’s Club
e :

Spikers host two

Enduro at Redwood Acres Speedway,

Eureka.
The Enduro, a new event to Humboldt County, involves a mass aoe
field
of up to 100 cars racing for
is a thr
ths mile
dirt track.
are no professional drivers. The
cars are
t off the street or taken
from a junkyard.
It is essentially a non-stop race.
There are no yellow caution flags and
no stopping unless a car is off its
wheels, on fire, a car is left in a hazardous position on the track, a driver ap-

pears to be injured or the track is completely blocked by cars.

The HSU men’s vofleyball club will
host Chico State and Sacramento this
weekend in its last home matches of
the season.
The Club, 3-4 in the Northern

California

Collegiate

League and 12-10
Chico Friday and

Volleyball

overall, will face
Sacramento State

Saturday. Game time is set for 7:30
both nights in the East Gym.
The volleyball club is is fourth
in the NCCVL behind Chico and
UC
Davis, who are tied for third with identical 4-3 league records. Sacramento,
$-0, is in first place.

Crew
Continued
from B3

water

Snowden said.
The women

during

had

the

one

race,’’

varsity

four

finish first and had another varsity
four place fourth among the six teams
entered.

The last two races of the day, the

De

cc

ae

eM

A

Ne EN

ee

ing experience,’’ Snowden

said. ‘‘It‘s

the first race of the year and it gives
everyone a chance to see where they are
at.”’
The next races for the club will be
the Bay
Area
Round
Robin
at
Sacramento March 29 and at San Francisco the next day.
Oe

te

THE JOLLY

GIANT CONFERENCE

eee

CENTER

operated by Lumberjack Enterprises

ee

ee

SUMMER JOB OPPORTUNITIES

DESK

Front Desk Supervisor
Lead Desk Clerk
Desk Clerks
Conference Assistants
‘*Walkaround”’
Transportation Assistants

Position descriptions and application instructions available at HSU's
Career Development Center and the
Department of Housing and Food
Services, located on the second floor
of the Jolly Giant Commons.

nee

tel

Se

Thursday March 20th
9p.m.-Midnight

Se

Application deadline: April 4, 1986

Sr

Fulltime, part-time,
weekends certain

ee

Sn

a

ee

ee

ee

ee

ee

FRONT

ee

rough

men’s heavyweight eight and women’s
heavyweight eight, were cancelled due
to the weather conditions.
‘“*This first race is primarily a learn-

ee ee

cewnee eight boats finished fifth.
The
heavyweight
four,
however,
finished in last place in its race due to a
hole in their boat ‘‘inflicted by the

ee

Heineken Light & Dark

99 ¢ a bottle
3 LOCATIONS
SUNNY BRAE
Sunny Brae Shopping Center

TO SERVE

WESTWOOD
Westwood Shopping Center

YOU
CUTTEN
Walnut

Drive, Eureka

SNOW‘S CLAM CHOWDER

OR

NABISCO CRACKERS

88°

RAFFLE:

Windmills, bottles, posters...

The Thursday Night
Tradition

1lb. box

Continues...
805 9th St.

No one under 21

‘Arts & Entertainment _

mo
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Author creates ‘Options’ in plot
the novel of the same title written by

By Alison Tetenman

Staff writer

science

‘*Options’’ will ask the questions:
Are we in outer or inner space, are we
on ‘Harmonia’ or in New York, is the
protagonist really the author and just
what is going on?’’ said director James
Floss, quoting from the play.
‘‘Options”’ is Floss’s adaptation of
Ce

Sheckley.
Floss,
8

fiction

novelist

Robert

makes fun of it. Most of Sheckley’s
_
are short, and more fiction than
sc

a part-time theater arts and
communication instructor, said

eckley rose to fame in the late °50s
and early ’60s with his off-the-wall
form of science fiction writing.
_ Sheckley writes about science fic-

tion, Floss said, and at the same time

nce.

“Options,” Floss said, was the
author’s attempt to break a writing
block
**(Sheckley) wrote one paragraph
a
day for 100 days. Then he went
back
and put in a plot,’’ Floss said.
“‘Options’
deals with the nature of a

writer’s creativity and the fickleness of
inspiration, Floss said. On the darker
side, it explores Sheckley’s use of
substances to induce that creativity.

Carpbell Fislay’y plays:ys tie" part
part’ oof
Thomas Mishkin, who is the author’s

‘*Mishkin is being led along through
the whole story, not sure what is
‘on.

He

does

not know

his destiny,”

formed

in oral inter-

Finlay said.
He said he had a difficult time portraying Mishkin’s altered state of consciousness, but he enjoyed the
challenge of the role.

e

‘I still don’t know why
you've picked an exterior
adventure rather than an
interior one.’

—James Floss
Quoting from ‘Options’
In ‘‘Options,”’ seven actors play $0
parts. The three main characters each
play one role, with the other four actors playing the remaining roles. They
take

turns

narrating

and

everything from robots
creatures.
‘*Only the narrator uses a
script is important because
you that you are being read

Campbell

Finlay portrays

Thomas Mishkin’s altered state in “Options,” a Workshop in Oral Interpretation.

becoming

to

space

script. The
it reminds
literature,

Please see OPTIONS
next page

Symphony performs on a romantic note
Sixth annual Concerto
Aria winners featured
By Patrice Paladino
Staff writer

The
feature

Humboldt
Symphony
will
three student winners of the

Sixth Annual Concerto/Aria Competi-

tion at concerts in the Van Duzer
Theater Friday and Saturday nights.

The symphony, which is sponsored
by Center Arts, will feature piano
soloists Nadine Redfield and Eileen
Sterns and French hornist Gregory
Bonaccorsi.

Redfield will perform the first movement of Schumann’s ‘‘Piano Concerto,”"’ Bonaccorsi will play the third
movement of Strauss’
first ‘‘Horn
Concerto’’ and Sterns will perform

Mendelsohn’s ‘‘Piano Concerto No. 1
in G minor.”’

Walter Temme, music professor and
the conductor of the symphony, said
each of the pieces

is representative of

the same romantic period.
. “The Schumann concerto is a very
romantic piece, very lyrical,’’ Temme
said. ‘“‘The Mendelsohn piece is also
romantic but of a different quality; it is

more bold. The Strauss concerto is a
very lively, very upbeat sort of piece.”’
Bonaccorsi, a senior life science ma-

{cr. described his piece as a ‘‘rondo,
ased on a hunting-horn type of
melody,’’ from the late romantic era.
‘‘A rondo is a situation where the
soloist plays a melody and then the orchestra repeats the melody,’’ he said.
**As the piece continues, both go off
separately onto other themes. Eventually both return to the first theme.”’
“The piece I’m doing ends on a
cadence which will show off some of
my

(horn’s)

virtuosity,’’

a music professor and supply their own
piano accompaniment.
All types of soloists are eligible to.
ticipate, including voice, wind, string and brass. A panel of three judges
chooses

three

winners.

The

winners

later perform with the symphony. Con-

testants may enter as many times as
desired, but winners may not compete
n.
Temme

said this year’s soloists are

living
up to the challenge
Schatz left
for toe:

‘*These are all dynamic, high-quality
performers,’’ he said, adding
anticipates an exciting musical evening
for both performers and audience.
Tickets for the 8 p.m. events are
available at the University Ticket Office, The New Outdoor Store and The
Works. Cost is $2 and seniors will be
admitted free.

Bonaccorsi

said
Sterns, a senior music major, said
Mendelsohn wrote the piece she’s performing while he was touring Europe
by train.

‘It’s very flashy and has a lot of octaves,’’ she said. ‘‘It moves very fast
and furiously, sort of like the speed of
a train. The piece really cranks.”’
CenterArts Marketing Coordinator
said the contest
Karen Lucchesi-Si
Schatz,
Madeline
of
was the brain child
former symphony conductor. It was
created to give students an opportunity
to
perform with an orchestra.
’
competition is held every May.
Participants must have the approval of

are

The

Wel

Humboidt Symphony with the Sixth Aanual Concerto /Aria winner*

’
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Teacher of the year calls
role-playing best work
y Carlie Sawyer

Staff writer

For the first time since its inception
on this campus, the Outstanding Professor of the Year award has gone to a
woman — Jerneral (Jenny) Cranston.

Recipients of the award are
nominated by faculty members. A
portfolio for each nominee is collected
which contains letters from former
students, colleagues and instructors. A
committee then chooses the winners on
the basis of their contribution to the

teaching
profession.
Bonnie Mesinger, chairman and pro-

fessor of speech communications, is a
member of the selection committee.

She said she was particularly affected
—John Wail

Jerneral “Jenny” Cranston, right, is the new

recipient

of

the

Pro-

cellence as a teacher,’’ Mesinger said.

Options
will

be

as

an

‘The

HSU

workshop in oral interpretation. Oral
interpretation
is reading
aloud

has been prepared,

using mainly the voice as the mode for
communication or acting.

“The interpretation part stems from

how you are going to perform.
“It is the performance of literature
with sets, lights, costumes and sound
effects. 1 call it ‘performance lit,’ ’’

Floss said.
Floss has

University and her master’s in creative
arts from San Francisco State Universi-

ty.

She teaches T’ai Chi, a Chinese form

of movement which develops coordination and focus and is the basis for the
martial arts. Cranston also teaches

classes in pantomime, women’s studies
and creative drama.
Cranston said she feels her most im-

portant contribution as a teacher is the
of

her

creative

been

a

science

reader for a number of years. About
eight years ago, a friend brought him a
book by Sheckley. Floss was amazed
by the writer’s style of science fiction
writing and has collected all his works.
Floss had the opportunity to meet
Sheckley a few years ago.
**] was on a vacation and I had a layover in New York. I knew that Robert
Sheckley lived in New York, but I had
no idea where he lived. I looked him u
in the phone book and gave him a call.
He came down to the airport and took
me out to dinner, and he gave me the
—
scoop about ‘‘Options,’’ Floss

said.

fiction

‘Quoting from the

play, Floss said,

‘I still don’t know why you’ve picked
an exterior adventure rather than an interior one. Soft spot in the old psyche?
Or are you pulling a reverse on us, you
sly dog?
‘*These questions and more will arise
as you watch the performance of an
unusual
evening
of
theater.
Guaranteed laughs or your money
back,’’ Floss said.
‘‘Options’’ will be presented in Gist
Hall Theater Friday and Saturday
nights at 8 p.m., with a 2 p.m. matinee
on Sunday. Admission is free.

children.
Cranston divides her class
students into groups of five.

drama

in the school.
‘‘They (elementary students) start
with so much trash from the media and
television,’’ Cranston said. ‘‘It’s hard
for teachers to work with those kinds
of programs. We do stuff in common
with whatever
they’re learning in
school. We work on self-image and

Please see CRANSTON page B10

Buy any
Super Burrito

$299

and get a free
ly order of nachos.

10% OFF
ALL TYPEWRITERS & CALCULATORS
ONLY AT

in roles that

Special

A New Dimension in
Professional Typing

SAVE $100

the children

complement the material being taught

COUPON
ROYAL ALPHA 2001
ELECTRONIC

good

at both

locations

ARCATA STATIONERS
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Those

students go into the classrooms and in-

teract with

Ss

_

they learned from Jenny helped
them
in their personal lives. That is a great
attribution to teaching, that what you
say does not die after the course.’’
Cranston received her bachelor’s
degree in theater arts at Stanford

students with local elementary school

and it becomes
known
Book,’ ”’ said Floss.

_

creative arts.
‘*Almost unilaterally, they say what

interaction

Continued from previous page

something which

‘*Her file and record of achievement

are Outstanding testaments to her ex-

fessor of the Year award.

‘‘Options’’

by the letters from Cranston’s former
students.

**Some of the things that impressed
me the most were the letters by former
students who said they continue to use
the things she taught...in a myriad of
professions — teaching, business and

|& DRINK

$449

ee

eee

Arts briefs
Percussion incorporation
The

HSU

Percussion

Ensemble

Primal drone on St. Patty’s
will perform

The Primal Drone Society will perform at the
Jambalaya Monday night at 9.

three compositions Sunday at 8 p.m. in Fulkerson

Recital Hall.

Eugene Novotney, HSU music lecturer, said the
concert will incorporate every percussion instrument HSU owns, plus a few of his own.
The three pieces being performed are ‘‘Four
Movement for Percussion Quartet’ by Mike Udow,
*“‘“Ogoun Badagris’’ written by Christopher Rouse
and Lou Harrison's ‘‘Canticle No. 3.’’

‘Lou Harrison, Henry Cowell and John Cage
began, in the 1940s, the percussion revolution of the
turned

what

was

previously

con-

Opera

The music will follow a traditional meal of corned beef and cabbage.
—
event at the Jambalaya, 915 H St., will
cost
$2.
;

about itselt .
For information contact Jill Paydon
Rawlings-Rohde at 826-4807.

The Met presents: Verdi
Texaco-Metropolitan

and polkas.

The Ferndale Repertory Theater continues its

world premiere of the ‘R’ rated ‘‘Corner Boys,’’ by
James Himelsbach.
The winner of the first New Works Competition
held by the Ferndale theater can be seen Thursday,
Friday and Saturday at 8:15 p.m. Admission is $5,
$4 for subscribers.

How art thou, Delgado?
An
ing
pon wail be

KHSU will be holding its spring membership
drive March 31 thru April 13 and seeks interested
non-profit and public service organizations to help
with answering phones.
Each organization that helps will be featured during its on-air time with a chance to tell the listeners

sidered noise, played on what was previously considered junk, to be accepted as music played on
valid instruments.’’
Novotney said that this free performance will be
an enticement for people to see Harrison when he
visits HSU in April.

The

The St. Patrick’s Day performance will feature

the traditional Irish band, which will play jigs, reels

KHSU needs you on the line

20th century,’’ Novotney said.

‘‘Harrison

‘The Corner Boys’ continues

at

7.

Verdi’s ‘‘Simon Boccanegra’”’ Saturday at 11 a.m.

over KHSU 90.5 FM.
Making his Metropolitan Opera broadcast debut
will be Korean conductor Myung-Whun Chung.
Kiri Te Kanawa will sing the part of Amelia, with
fed part of Simon Boccanegra sung by Sherrill
Milnes.

The

Trinidad

Volunteer

Fire

or Cindy

Department

is

holding its St. Patrick’s Day fireman’s dance Saturday from 9 p.m. to | a.m.

The Unknowns

,

The art show will feature paintings, drawings and
ye
53 by Delgado. The exhibit runs through
pril
2.

Light their fire: $4
will broadcast

reception for the Esther Delgado art
held in the Foyer Gallery Friday night

Larry & Doris Mendez
Owners

Coast toCoast
TOTAL

HARDWARE

will be performing for the fire

department at the Trinidad Town Hall.
Tickets are available at Boompa’s and the Gallery
in Trinidad, Two Street Music in Eureka and the

92 Sunnybree
Arcata, California 95521

New Outdoor Store. Cost is $4.

Plaza Shoe Shop
TOFU-TAHINI

Quolity
Shoe Repoirs
@ Bulfalo
@ West Coost
@ Red Wing
© Birkenstock

DRESSING

Available at: Arcata CO-OP, Eureka Ist Se.
CO-OP, Eureka Health Foods, The Tofu Shop,
Murphy's Mke., Sunnybrae

Natural Foods Cefe
Unique in Humboldt County

Monday-Saturday @ Lunch

:

@

Rocksport
and
Wigwam Socks

; Clesed
Sun & Mon

11:30-5:00 © Dinner 5:00-8:00

ON

16th & “G” Streets, Arcata ¢ 822-0

:

THE PLAZA
ARCATA

Men $10 Womens12
WN

(on lackodes shampes & otyling)

CenterArts Preseats

Corner

The Humboldt Symphony
»..
5

With the Student Winners of the
_ Sixth Annual Concerto/Aria Competition
«Friday & Saturday,
* March 14 & 15

8pm.
=

‘¥
RSE

Sp

, Nadine
Gregory Bonaccorsi, Eileen Sterns
eke

HSU Van Duzer Theatre

“$2 general/stodents Seniors free Reserved seating
sold at University Ticket Office, HSU;
-—‘Tichets
The New Outdoor Store, Arcata; The Works, Barcka
Redfield

of
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Some good stuff on
The Silo’s new album
Record

a typical down-home
Southern
brand of country. It’s a polished,
bright
big-city sound.
There’s
nothing hickish about it.
The Silos are a streamlined band.
Led
by
guitarist/

review

eae

singer/songwriter

Give The Silos’ debut album a
close listen.
Without some careful attention it
would be easy to dismiss this New
York-based
band’s new
release,
that would

are good lyrics, infectious melodies

be. an accurate

description of many of the album’s
cuts, but
justice.

it doesn’t

do

The

Salas-

and
interesting instrumental arrangements. Many of their songs
feature pedal-steel guitar and violin
or viola, as well as guitars, bass and
percussion. The instrumentation on
each cut varies.
The vocal
style, however,
is
monotonous,
rough
and
often
doesn’t fit into any tonal scheme
known to mankind.
That takes
some getting used to. On many of

‘**About her steps.,’’ as just another
poppish country-rock album.
And

Walter

Humara, the group’s main strengths

Silos

Their sound displays a variety of

influences, particularly country and
rock. But the country influence isn’t

sung by Salas-Humara and Rowell.

the cuts, backing vocals by Mary
Rowell make this easier to handle.
The lyrics are original and compelling, though. Salas-Humara has
written some very good words,
especially on songs that deal with
the mundaneness of living in today’s
world. These cuts are the best on the
album.
“Shine It Down,’’ the album’s
first song, tells the story of a
middle-aged housewife who is fed
up with her life but too secure to do
anything about it. The song is sung
from her point of view, which adds
more immediacy and life to the
lyrics.
“I’m trying
to keep this place
together so when the man that lives
here comes
back
he
will be
pleased,’’ Salas-Humara sings, and
later in the song: ‘‘I still got my
mind on things that cost me more
than | bargained for.’
The nicest cut on the album is ‘‘A
Few Hundred Thank Yous,”’ a duet

The

accompaniment

guitar and a viola.

Another

Clock,’’

standout

which

is

acoustic

is ‘‘Start

deals

with

while

the

the
the

monotony of daily suburban life.
The lyrics follow a —
through a
typical

workday,

music

repeats and builds on a simple chordal pattern. Guitars, percussion and
strings are added until the climactic,
midnight point of the song, where
the clock begins all over again.
The faster, rocking cuts on the
album are much less successful than
the ballads. They are uninspiring
and usually uninventive.
Some of the rockers, such as
‘‘Seeing Blue,’’ are real repetitive,
annoying, stick-in-your-head, likeit-or-not types of songs.
But still, The Silos show some
good stuff on this album. It is worth
a listen, a close listen. And they are
certainly a band that could be worth
keeping an eye on.

Cranston
Continued
from page BS

themselves in order to maintain control

the war had on people as individuals.
‘One little boy spoke up and said
some people had to kill members of
their own family, and that’s true,’’ she
said. ‘‘It really starts kids thinking.’’
The Civil War is only one of the
dramas Cranston’s class enacts for the
elementary
school
children.
The
children are directly involved in the
dramas, so they may become gold
miners or travelers on a wagon train.

problems of discipline and interaction.
**But I like to
show the teachers how
it can give school learning depth — like
today we did a Civil War drama. The
kids were very well informed about
American history, but it made them
think about that time and the importance of the Civil War.’’
One of the college students took on
the role of a soldier on the battlefield
who couldn’t remember which side he
was fighting for, she said..
Cranston said this made the elementary students think about the impact

Cranston

reserve

the

said

roles

the college

of

students

authority

am

for

over the drama, but sometimes a child
becomes so involved he or she takes
over the position of authority.
In one drama, Cranston played the
captain of a ship which was marooned

on an island. A third-grader became so
engrossed in the action he told her,
**Captain, | think I should take over.’’
She let him.

In conjunction with the Professor of
the Year award, Cranston will receive

an award plaque and $500, which she
said she will donate to the creative
drama class that tours the elementary
schools.
Professors of the Year from each
CSU campus will be judged, with one
chosen as the outstanding professor of
the CSU system.
«

«The Colony Inn«
Affordable Living With No Hidden Costs

STUDENTS and FACULTY ONLY
an offer trom
and

1985-1986 School Year

CAPITAL BUSINESS

MACHINES

GIVES YOU ACREATIVE
EGE

een

THE AMIGA COLA BUNDLE
—_—

Rent Options

AMIGA COMPUTER
with 25GK RAM, 880 Floppy
Disk, Mouse, Stereo audio
output,
RGB
Monitor
and
25GK
memo
expansion.
Regularly $1,985

YOUR PRICE
1,488.75
bona fide students and faculty only.
Offer expires March 31,

1986.

Capital Business Machines
Ce

We Sell Productivity

Td

ee
22 @ Oe)
2 &
Be
Ceili.
ald
teed

4th & O Streets
Eureka, CA 95501

(707) 443-9301

Saal
_

“

eee

re

a

|

All agreements
can be converted to a 9
month lease with reduction in rent at any
time during the year.
For further information,
just phone our
on-site manager, Joyce or Huey Stark, at

(707) 822-1909.
455 Union Street

Arcata,CA

Amenities
The amenities
you can enjoy are:

Lumberjack Classifieds
Opportunities
eo

INTERESTED
IN WORKING
WITH
TEENAGERS? Your help could make TH. DIFFERENCE! VOLUNTEERS ARE NEEDED NOW

for The Humboldt County Juvenile Hall. Please
call 445-7646, for more information.
3-12
CRUISESHIPS
HIRING!—$16-30,00 Carribean, Hawaii, World! Call for Guide, Cassette,
Newsservice! (916)944-4444 ext.Csu22
3-5

Summer jobs in Alaska. Good money. Many

opportunities! Employer listings, 1986 Summer
Employment Guide. $5.95 Alasco, Box 30752,
Seattle, WA 98103.

$1250

Weekly

4-9

Home-Mailing

Program!

Guaranteed earnings. Start immediately. Free
details, Rush stamped, self-addressed envelope

to: S&B-P,

804

Old Thorsby Road,

Alabama 35045.

Clanton,
6-4

Typewriters for rent at the HSU

Bookstore.

They can be rented for a day, weekend, week,
or month. Reasonable rates.
3-12

Earn

$30-50/ day

working

1-2 days
/ week,

assisting students applying for credit cards. Call
1-800-932-0528
3-12

All

Night

Study

Lounge:

The

Associated

Students is sponsoring an all-night study lounge
in Goodwin Forum, Nelson Hall East from Sunday, March 16 to Thursday, March 20. The
lounge will be open from 10:30 p.m. to 8 a.m.
Free Coffee. Donuts
on sale.
3-12

Summer Job Opportunities on Campus with
The Jolly Giant Conference Center. Position
descriptions
and application
instructions
available at HSU's Career Development Center
and the Department of Hou
and Food Serwoot
ee on the second
of the Jolly
Giant

Lumberjack

Classifieds
Go
Places
826

3259

Typing & Proof-Reeding
Gooummrie, oto, fr te lpi
6:00
after
822-6634

TYPISTS—$500 weekly at home! Write: P.O.
Box 975, Elizabeth, NJ 07207.

3-12
810-8360
WEEKLY
mailing circulars!
No
quotas!
Sincerely interested rush selfaddressed
envelope:
Success,
P.O.
Bx
470CEG, Woodstock, li 60098.
3-12

puter systems. Dot matrix. $150 OBO. Call Amy
or Chris 822-6190, leave message.
3-12

Firewood—Hardwood—Oak

&

Madrone. % cord $19.75 and up. Purchase any
amount. Call 839-2829 for an information recording.
4-16

2 Bedrooms available in large modern home in
Woodsy,

near golf course,

negotiable.
$170/mo.
839-2387 Brian or Paige

plus

pets

security,
3-12

Minolta Camera outfit for sale. SAT-101 body,
55 mm normal lens, 70-200 mm zoom lens and
28 mm wide angle all in excellent condition.
$185. Call 445-2606, evenings & ask for
Chris.
3-12

Room

available March

19 in a 3 bedroom

house on Stromberg Abenue. Male or female
non-smoker. $115 / rent plus utilities. Call
822-7392.
3-12

1972

VW

Bug—$600

or best offer.

1,600

engine, needs
some work. New tires and a good
body. Call 826-1435,
leave message for

Terry.
Bow and arrows—45

3-12
ib. Bear Recurve bow

and 6 aluminum arrows, both hunting and target
tips all for $100. Call 826-1435, leave message
for Terry.
3-12

Se

weekends.

Word Processing—term papers, theses,
dissertations, technical, scientific, statistical

PHOTOGRAPHERS! Print your best slides on
Cibachrome. Prints from 5 x 7 to 11 x 14. Just
$5.95 to $12.95. Call J.W. Wall, Photography
at 822-6384.
3-12
Gemini 10X printer compatible with most com-

McKinleyville.

foreign
, disc
11th St. 822-5381

storage.

SCRIBE

625
6-4

Typing and Wordproceesing—
Quality work,
convenient

location,

regular

business

hours,

special student rates. SCRIBE 822-5381, 625
11th Street.
:
6-4

BUD’S

MINI

SHOP—1180

STORAGE
Sth

St.

in

AND

BODY

Arcata.

Phone

622-8511

WILL DO YOUR IRONING—$5
Phone Susan 443-0670 after 6 p.m.

per

hour.
3-12

Compatible singles meet through Northcoast
Connections. Discreet, personalized introductions. Free information packet. 44 Sunny Brae
Center St. 8, Arcata, 822-1361
3-12

Perfect

copy—Will

do

your

typing

of term

phone:
p.m.

822-1341

of

445-3543-after
6
3-12

papers, business letters, etc. Reasonable rates,

Drop-in Tutoring—Math A, D, 1, 2A, B, 22A,
B, Mon. 12-1:00, Tues. 9-10:30, 12-2:00,
Wed. 12-1:00, Thurs. 9-10:30, Fri. 9-11:00.
Little Apartments, HSE. 71. Chemistr1A,
y B, C,
3A, B, Tues. 8-10:30, Thurs. 9-10:30, Fri.
9-11:00, Little Apt. HSE. 71. Computer info.
Systems
5,
10,
Tues.
12-2:00,
Wed.
10-11:00, Thurs. 12-1:00. Little Apts. HSE.
71.

on

at NHE 117, of call 626-3510. Muggs.

6-4

English—Writing,

Mon.

11-1:00,

Wed.

11-1
Little
:00,
Apts, HSE 71. Physic
4A, B,s C,
D, 2A, B, C, Tues. 1-3:00, Wed. 11-12:00,
Thurs.
1-3:00,
Science
A 372.
Natural
Resource 40 A,B135,Mon.
10-12:00, Fri.
10-12:00,NR118.

°

3-12

Typin
/ Editing.
g
Experienced professional
term papers, theses, dissertations. competative
rates. 442-5311 evenings, weekends.

3-12

Stush Smegma of Turlocks—Having a nice

day?S

3-12
JW—March
21st, 10 p.m., somewhere in
PasIfade
you want me,
na.
I'llbe there. -T- 3-12

HSU

Men's

V

Last

week-end

Too Tired To Study? Are all those facts going

in one side of the
for some herbal
Moonrise Herbs,
Bagels,
for

brain and out the other? Time
Grain Tonic!! Come on by
1068 | Street, opposite
Los
your
personal
supply.

822-5296
3-12
Tyke—So you want a
Just ask
the question (Let's go...) or send $39.95 and I'l

have U.P.S. deliver one to you. Dali LMA. P.S. |
was
looking
for a package
on Sunset
Avenue.
3-12

Happy Birthd
Harry ay
Avers! Fro
one m
of the

Beautiful ones.

3-12

Hi Mirlam!! You look Marvaious!!
Tom, only 11 more weeks, how lucky you are!!
Beets and Elise, you guys are too much!! Hi
Belinda, Welcome to Humboldt County!
3-12

Pooter— How about a mustache ride for 5
cents and you don't even have to pay
me.FFPP

801 Crescent Way, Arcata

(707) 822-0625

These Prices Sor Current HSU Students.

Wash Here,
Dry FREE!!!
Open 7-9 Daily
5000 Valley West Center

822-1181

Men $7.00
beard
trim included

NEXUS

at

home! Watch them steamroll Chico (Fri. 7:30)
and Sacramento (Sat. 7:30). You gotta love it!!
SalT. Neyz.
3-12

HOURS
M-Th 6:00 - 9:00 Sun 12:00 - 5:00

Tom Lewis D.D.S.

‘Best Deal in Town"

,

Qtr.for info call Carmen 826-0634.

For Sale

Cheap

Canoe! Cid Gherg

Women

$9.00

Price includes shampoo & biowdry.

JOYCE AND ERAINA

-877 Sth Street (Next
to Marino's)

822-3912

AB U2 <a umbsiects Warandny, wercn 12, 1008

Calendar
Wednesday
March 12

Sunday
March 16

Saturday

Theater:

Ferndale Repertory Theater, Ferndale: ‘The March

‘t 5

Corner Boys,” 8:15 p.m., $5

Arcata: “The Gods Must be Crazy,” 7:45

Friday
March 14

p.m.,

“The Man from Snowy River,” 9:40, $3

Minor:

Film:

Film:

Film:

“Macaroni,”

7

Chocolate,” 8:50 p.m., $2.49

p.m.,

“Bread

and

Arcata: See Wednesday listing

Arcata: See Wednesday listing
Minor: See Friday listing

Minor: “Annie Hall,” 7 p.m., and
8:50 p.m., $2.49

Music:
Music:

Arcata: See Wednesday listing
Minor: “101 Dalmations,” 7 p.m.
dits,” 9:30 p.m., $2.49

no cover

and “Time Ban-

Jambalaya: Humboldt Blues Society, 9 p.m

Music :

Art:
Plaza Design: Baskets from Botswana, Amazon,

Depot: Random Access, 4-6 p.m., free
Van Duzer Theater: Humboldt Symphony

Philippines, China; stone carvings
Tunis, through March, Arcata Plaza

Sixth Annual
seniors free

Reese

Music:

Films:

Depot: Mark Peterson, 8 p.m
Youngberg’s: Swingshift, Western dance, 9 p.m.,

Bullen

Gallery,

HSU

from

Kenya,

: Contemporary

jewelery and metalsmithing through March

Concerto/Aria

Winners,

with

8 p.m.,

Thursday
March 13

Van Duzer Theater: Humboldt Synphony with
the Sixth Annual Concerto/Aria Winners, 8 p.m.,
$2
Old Town Bar & Grill: See Friday listing
Jambalaya: WERX, rock and roll, 9 p.m., with
cover
Ramada Inn: See Friday listing
Trinidad Town Hall: St. Patrick's Day Fireman's
Dance, The Unknowns, 9 p.m to 1 a.m., $4

March

Sports:

14, 7 p.m

Theater:

Arcata: See Wednesday listing
Minor: See Wednesday listing

Rugby at HSU: HSU vs. Stanford, 1 p.m.
‘Options,”

8

49
dA

Pa

dro
re)

Gist
East Gym: Volleyball, HSU vs. Chico, 7:30 p.m

aa

RENTAL
SPECIAL
7 days a week

906 H St. Arcata

822-6177

FREE FILIV!
q

¢
/ |

ON

),
i

R

AND

be

FY
|

a

PRIN

IN
(

i

Japanese

Internation

Debating
Jambalaya: The Stand, rock and roll, 9 p.m., with
cover

Let us do your laundry for you

/
ay
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i

NORTHTOWN

LAUNDROMAT

wash & dry service now available

THE ARCATA

WORLD

PHOTO

Theater:

Team, trade barrier issue, 8 p.m., free

Drop your laundry off on your way there
and pick it up on your way home!

VCR & 1 movie $4.99

Os
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f A IA
PROCESSING

See Monday listing

Sports:

Youngberg’s: Blues Night, 9 p.m., with cover
Jambalaya: The Unknowns, orginal rock and roll,
9 p.m., $3

at

Arcata: See Wednesday listing

Minor:

Events:

roll, 9 p.m., $1.50

ye

Jambalaya: The Primal Drone Society, Irish traditional music, 9 p.m., $2

Film:

p.m., free

“VCR

2

East Gym: Volleyball, HSU vs. Sac. State, 7 p.m

Ferndale Repertory Theater, Ferndale: “The
Corner Boys,” 8:15 p.m., $5

Old Town Bar & Grill: Commotion, rock and

Film:

Tennis at HSU: HSU vs. S.F. State, 10 a.m.

Gist Hall Theater: Readers Theater,

Music:

17

Tuesday
March 18

Foyer Gallery, Art Building: Esther Delgado
paintings, drawings and ceramics. March 14 thru
reception

March

Music:

Ferndale Repertory Theater, Ferndale: ‘The
Corner Boys, 8:15 p.m., $5
Gist Hall Theater: Reader's Theater, “Options,”
p.m. and 8 p.m

April 2. Opening

Monday

Arcata: See Wednesday listing
Minor: See Sunday listing

Theater:

Art:

Film:

Fulkerson Recital Hall: Percussion Ensemble, 8
p.m., free

$2,

Old Town Bar & Grill: Commotion, 9 p.m., $3
Jambalaya: The Unknowns, 9 p.m., $3
Ramada Inn: To the Bone, rock and roll, 9 p.m
$2

15

“Manhattan,”

COINAMA TIC

Dryers—10* or 25°
BIG BOY WASHERS STILL $1.50

OPEN DAILY 7:30 a.m.—10 p.m.

SEQUOIA AUTO
Complete Foreign
Domestic Parts
Student
Discounts
Mon.
Fri., 8-5:3
Sat.- 9-4

NW
Xe

TIN«(

889 Ninth St.

Arcata

822-2411
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